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AT WORK DURING THE LOCK DOWN 
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Mr. O. Srinivasulu, our energetic Chairman, Catering Committee has taken up the job of 
cleaning up the kitchen. 
                                                                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Mr. R. V. Prasad, our ever enthusiastic Chairman, General Service is in the processing our 
walking path. 
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Honourable Members, 
 

We have all been confined to our Homes and spending 
time with our Families due to the Lockdown. Probably for 
most of us this is one of the rare occasions to spend 
quality time with the Families. For me and I am sure for 
most of the Members this would remain a memorable 
moment of our lives. 
 

We have enjoyed several festivals during the last one 
year but, as far as Club is concerned, one more festival is 
round the corner. I am talking about the ELECTIONS TO 
THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE. I wish more and 
more enlightened and experienced Members, the bright 
and participating youth of both genders will come forward 
to contest the Elections. The Club requires excellent, 
professional, outgoing and participative individuals to 
manage its affairs. The “GenNext” slowly but surely will 
come into the Management. The future belongs to them. 
Participating more than winning is important. This is the 
beauty of democracy. 
 

The greatest achievement of this Management 
Committee is to serve the Club through its tenure without 
a single incident of “disciplinary action”. “Compassion” is 
hall mark of any Management and this without 
compromising discipline deserves applause. The Club 
consists of nearly 3500 Members with their families and it 
is close knit FAMILY and should continue to be for 
generations to come. 
 

With the support of all the Members & their families, the 
Editorial Board and the Management Committee, our in 
house journal “Waltair Times” has come a long way since 
the present Management Committee took over. We have  
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received all round appreciation for the quality and content of the Magazine. This gives me as the 
Editor immense satisfaction. 
 

“Waltair Times” has also contributed to the nurturing of several authors during this period who 
enthusiastically submitted, several interesting and thought provoking articles. This culture needs to 
continue.  
 

The Magazine also carried several classy photographs of events in addition to Announcements, 
Obituary references, New Members admitted particulars, Members’ Honor references, club calendar 
and schedule, flight timings, etiquette reminders, affiliated Clubs references etc., 
 

It was also colorful containing puzzles, tit bits, Sudoku, Chess, Bridge, reviews of books – movies – 
music albums - gadgets and Jokes, in addition to coverage of Social Impact Initiatives. It has now 
reached a stage of 100 inside page with 6 cover pages, the front cover folded for additional 
advertisement space. I whole heartedly thank the printers and distributors.  
 

The last 3 months from March have seen disturbance in printing and distribution of the Magazine. 
This is due to the lockdown being in place and other constraints. However, the Magazine is now 
being printed and all the copies starting from March’20 would be at your door steps. 
 

I need to specially thank the Advertisers for their support without which all the above are not 
possible. 
 

This Managing Committee will be saying good bye on the 30th of June’20 and let us all wish the 
new Committee all the very best. 
 
“John Quincy Adams was a leader and a trailblazer. He wrote, "If your actions inspire others 
to dream more, learn more, do more and become more, you are a leader”. 
 
 
P. S. Raju, FCA. 
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THE BLACK SWAN – 

EFFECT 

by K. Narayana Rao (N - 44) 

 

 

 

 

 

Meaning: 

A Black swan is an unpredictable event that is beyond 

what is normally expected of a situation and has potentially 

severe consequences, causing extreme damages to the 

economy of one country or several countries or the world 

economy. 

Black swan events are characterized by their extreme 

rarity, their severe impact, and the practice of explaining 

widespread failure to predict them as simple folly in 

hindsight. 

 

A Black swan event, a phrase commonly used in the world of Finance, is an extremely negative 
event or occurrence that is impossibly difficult to predict.  

In other words, black swan events are events that are unexpected and unknowable.  

The term was popularized by former Wall Street trader Nassim Nicholas Taleb, who wrote about the 
concept in his 2001 book Fooled  by  Randomness. 

Attributes of Black Swan Events: 
 

Taleb outlined the three defining attributes of a black swan event: 

1. An event that is unpredictable. 
2. A black swan event results in severe and widespread consequences. 
3. After the occurrence of a black swan event, people will rationalize the event as having been 

predictable (known as the hindsight bias). 

 

 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/38315.Fooled_by_Randomness
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Thus, a Black swan is a metaphor that discuss a hard to predict event or a surprise in many aspects 
of our society. It thus describes randomness and uncertainty.  

The occurrence of an event is a Black Swan if you are not informed of it, thus you are a sucker. 

There is also a Grey Swan which signifies an event, Known Unknowns as compared, the Black 
swan events, are Unknown Unknows. 

Unpredictable events are actually much more common than people think and are the norm and not 
the exception with wide spread consequences. 

It normally refers to an extremely rare negative event, which is impossible to predict. It is infinite and 
an unknown event. 

Never deny a Black swan event, as it happens to anyone. Plan for the worst, Black swan effect, 
even for you, individually. 

Point to note based on Black swan events, is, what is proved right today, may not hold good forever, 
it may prove wrong tomorrow and vice versa is also true. 

 The following are the several instances or Examples of Black swan events, that were least expected 
with huge damages to the world and the economies, that literally shook the World: 

1.The spread of internet  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. 9/11 Attacks-USA 

3. 26/11 Attacks-India 
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4. Beginning July 1997, a series of currency devaluations, spread in East and South East Asia. 
Collapse of Thai BHAT after the Govt stopped pegging local currency to US Dollar. ii. Reduced 
Imports iii. Fall of International stocks. 

 

5.March 2000-The DOT. Com crash. Stock Prices rallied at unreal speed, as several Tech 
companies put sell orders at their peak. - DELL, ORACLE, CISCO. The NASDAQ composite index 
fell by 78%. Simply Panic Selling. Trillions of $ lost. 

6. September 9th,2001-The World Trade Twin Towers were attacked by terrorists and Stock 
Markets Crashed. 

 

7.September15th 2008-Lehman Brothers filed for bankruptcy. Total Debt $619 billion dollars. BEAR 
STEARNS, collapsed was bailed out and eventually sold to JP Morgan Chase.25,000 employees 
lost jobs. The big cash of the stock markets. 

8.2009 December European Sovereign Debt crisis. Spain, Portugal, Greece and Ireland suffered 
huge debt to GDP. 

9.March 11,2011-FAKUSHIMA Nuclear disaster-it was an energy accident initiated by the Tsunami 
following the Tohoku earth quake on March 11, 2011.Dow Jones Index fell by 2.4%, NIKKEI by 16% 
and DAX by 4%. 

10.June 14th2014 OIL Crisis-over supply of Crude OIL and from 5 Million Barrels a day in 2008 to 
8.5 Million barrels a day, in 2014!! prices drop from $110 to $50/. 

11.August 2015, Black Monday, China devalued as a result of the slump in the crash of Oil prices, 
Chinese stock market fell by 8.5% in a single day, as their plan backfired. 

12. On 9th June 2016 BREXIT-The Pound tumbled to a 31% low against the dollar, more than 10% 
fall. 

13.The Tsunami on 26th December 2004. The 1918 Spanish flu that killed millions of people and 
effected 500 million people. 
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14. 2020, CORONA VIRUS (COVID-19) the present pandemic ,is the, Black Swan e which effected 
every country in the world, without exception, with thousands of  deaths and over 600,000 effected 
by the virus and which in turn has crashed Stock Markets worldwide and economies and brought 
the whole economic activity to a standstill with complete lock down of the countries, to prevent the 
Virus from spreading. It has no vaccination and most unknown and no one expected it. 

Thus, in conclusion we can say that just because we have seen only white swans does not mean 
that there are no Black Swan. Just because a certain even has not happened does not mean that 
particular even will never occur. So, one and all should expect the most unexpected and be prepared 

for the same. 

The Author Mr. K. Narayana Rao (N-44) is a  Senior Practicing Chartered Accountant based 
at Visakhapatnam and Member, Editorial Board, Waltair Times and can be reached at 
kollururao@gmail.com 
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TECHNOLOGY TO 

REDUCE CORRUPTION 

THE CONCLUSION 

By Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., (S-148) 

 

 

                                                                                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

In my previous Articles on this subject, I have covered various Departments and the ways and 
means of tackling Corruption, by use of Technology. The Departments involved are 1. Stamps & 
Registration (August’19 Issue), 2. Revenue (September’19 Issue), 3. Medical and Health 
(October’19 Issue), 4. Education Sector – Corruption Erodes Social Trust (December’19 Issue, 5. 
Municipal Administration (January’20 Issue) and 6. Panchayat raj (February’20 Issue). 

There remain doubts, in the minds of the readers, is it possible to find solutions to implement the 
ideas? Will the Governments with their own objectives & concerns ever do it? Will not the prospect 
of losing the power to, manage these and other Departments is lost, if they really start implementing 
the thoughts put forth in the Articles? 

These questions, honestly, beg for answers. The purpose of this Article is, to find a way seeing the 
Governments do implement these reforms.  
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At the outset let me say, the Governments have done a lot in this regard by bringing the necessary 
legislation and rules. More needs to be done.  

The implementation of Online payments for, Schemes including “Mangrega” to benefit the below 
poverty line masses, Distribution of Gas cylinders to the house holds, Issue of ration cards for 
distribution of essential food grains and other consumables, health schemes like “Arogya Sree”, 
allotment of houses or sites to the poor, crediting cash to the bank accounts of targeted segment for 
meeting health and educational needs of the poor and fee re-imbursements for Schools, Colleges 
& Universities. 

 

CAD System for Registration of Documents, Online submission of Building Plans for approval within 

30 days of submission - providing  “deemed as approved” clauses, Online recording of Land and 

Building details, Online payment of the dues to the Government - Municipal and other Property taxes 

- Land Cass - Electricity bills, E-Tendering for Procurement of Goods & Services, E–Auction of 

Government Properties, Online Registration for Elections and issue of ids, Issue of Aadhar Cards 

online, Online Vehicle Registrations, issuing & renewing of Driving Licenses, Submission  

Assessment & Appeals under the Income Tax and Other Indirect Tax legislations are some of these 

measures.  

One of the ways of seeing these and other reforms are taken to their logical end is Public 

Pressure through Media, both Print and Visual, online social portals, representations, 

seeking information by the use of Right to information Act etc. This pubic outpour would 

have tremendous effect and the Governments and they are bound to take notice of the same. 
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Another way is to seek justice from Courts. The Courts presently are having long pendency’s.  The 
Justice system also requires, far reaching reforms. Providing alternative redressal systems like 
lokpals & lokayuktas, arbitration, withdrawal of Civil Cases by the Governments where the amounts 
involved are small and seeking opinion of the Apex Court on common legal issues.  

Criminal cases require proper, speedy & effective ways of ‘Compounding of Offences”. Once the 
Judicial System is free of pendency then it can concentrate on the bigger issues and would have 
time and capacity to handle them. Public Interest Litigation touching upon Governments Acts, Rules, 
Policies and Procedures will make the Systems Honest, Transparent, Compassionate, un biased 
and effective. 

If these measures are adopted the pending cases can be cleared. The references to various 
tribunals, district courts, high courts and even Supreme Court can also be taken care. 

There is another very Important and Effective Tool which can make everything possible. We need 
to recognize that most of the Citizens are not educated nor informed enough or tech savvy to fight 
with Governments for their rights. 

This is where the role of NGOs needs to enter. These are basically bodies which can be set 
up by the Corporates as a part of their Social Responsibility, or Common Citizens. 

 

There are any number of Citizens, who want to serve the Society at large and are ready to do 
so without expecting anything in return.  This Great Country is bestowed with retired 
Bureaucrats, Judicial officers, School Teachers, Doctors, Lawyers, Architects, Engineers, 
Chartered and Cost Accountants, Company Secretaries etc., who can work for these NGOs 
without expecting anything in return. If they are retired lot of spare time is and if not some 
time is available. 
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They can have small makeshift Centers near the various Departments of the Government and 
even operate online to help the hapless Citizens in filing the necessary forms, documents 
etc., to get speedy consideration. 

When properly & professionally represented, the Government Departments will be bound to 
act. It would be very difficult for the Government Departments, to deny the Citizens, their 
rights. 

 

The Author Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., (S-148), is a Senior Practicing Chartered Accountant based 
at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Waltair Times and can be 
reached at psraju@gmail.com      
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INDIA’S BIGGEST LIBRARY 

This library was founded by Sant Harivansh Singh 
Nirmal, the owner and head of a trust named 
Jagdamba Seva Committee. It was made from the 
funds for a temple of a goddess. Knowledge is said to 
be the biggest goddess. So, the funds for building a 
temple were put to their best use by building the temple 
of knowledge, i.e. a library. 
 
This library is containing a huge stock of over 9 lakh 
books, kept in a highly neat manner. Around Rs.6-7 
lakhs is spent every year on the maintenance of this 
library. 
  
The holding capacity of the library is around 40,000 
people. Rajasthan is a place having hot temperature 
level, but the temperature of this library is cool and 
comforting. Moreover, this library provides the readers 
a completely tranquil environment. The walls of this 
library are very light-shaded and beautiful. The interior 
of this library is very beautifully designed. 

 

The aisles and corridors of the library are quite clean and tidy and so well lit that you feel as if you’re 
in a paradise with glass shelves around you containing tonnes of knowledge. 
 
The collection of books of this library is brilliant. This library contains a lot of books related to 
mythology, astronomy, astrology, and history. It is also having a huge collection of epics and 
scriptures. Moreover, it also contains a wide variety of dictionaries and different Atlases. This library 
is most famous for its books in Hindi and Sanskrit. 
 
*Temple at the top - The temple of deity Bhadariya Mata stands on top of the library above the 
ground. The temple as well as the library is taken care of by the devotees who live there. 
 
Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., (S-148), a Senior Practicing Chartered 
Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Waltair Times 
and can be reached at psraju@gmail.com 
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NOTICE BOARD 

Announcements 

(Some of these are subject to Lock Down being lifted and the Club allowed to function by the 

authorities). 

 
1. With effective from 18th October, 2019 the movies will be screened on Fridays at 6.30 PM due 
to Winter Season.  
 
2. This is to inform Members will not be allowed to have, more than 4 guests, in their chamber 
rooms. Guests should follow general dress code, when they are in Restaurant/ Bar/ Corridors/ 
Reception. 
 
3. Due to increase in prices of liquor by APBCL, the revised prices are as follows from 23.10.2019. 
Increased rates as follows: Liquor 30 ml 04/-, Beer 330ml 10/-, Beer 650ml 20/- and Breezer 20/- 
 
4. We request the Members to respond, to our appealfor reduction of multiple number of copies 
of Waltair Times, to be posted to the same address. This can easily be done by sending an email 
from an address registered with the Club or sign on the papers available in the Club office. All the 
requests will be registered and dispatches stopped. This would result in saving paper and thereby 
the environment. 
 
5. "All are requested to submit their articles, member's honor, announcements, advertisements, 
obituary references etc., before 25th of every month, to avoid delay in bringing out Waltair Times". 
 
6.This is to inform all the Members that Dining Hall guest charges are revised from Rs.50/-to 
Rs.100/- w.e.f. 14.12.2019. 
 
7.The Managing Committee has decided to revise the Guest Charges in Weekends (Friday to 
Sunday) w.e.f. 16.12.2019 as per below. Monday to Thursday - Rs.100/- Friday to Sunday - 
Rs.150/- Please co-operate with us. 
 
8. The Managing Committee has decided to increase the rate of Executive Lunch from Rs.40/- to 
Rs.50/- (plus tax) w.e.f. 15.02.2020. 
 
9.The members are requested to register their cars at the office and should have the "Waltair 
Club Member" sticker displayed on the front windshield of the car. Those who do not have the 
sticker should register at the office and get one. From 7th March 2020 onwards the cars that are 
not registered and without sticker cars will be stopped and checked for the same into the Club. 
This will be strictly implemented. Managing Committee requests the co-operation of the members 
in this regard. 
 
10.Please be careful and alert. Please alert all family and friends not to open the door to any 
person or group claiming to be in charge of any party to sanitize homes from the virus. These 
criminals have looted many houses with this deceptive method. *Please circulate as broadly as 
necessary. There are NO groups intended for sanitization in homes being sent by Govt. (With 
Image alert-corona – sanitization. 
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11. Due to the current lockdown Waltair Club is unable to send physical copies of Bills. These will 
be sent by email for which your kind cooperation is requested in updating your email address 
using the following unique url (will be unique for each member). You may also pay your 
outstanding dues on the website or using club Android app http://bit.ly/2TzCgDi. 
 

12. Further, March Issue of Waltair Times (PDF) will be sent to your email and also uploaded to 
the website of the Club. 
 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Editor and Managing Committee are constantly endeavouring to improve the 

standard and usefulness of Waltair Times. Members, please send us your opinions and 

suggestions pertaining to the content or design of the club magazine -  both bouquets 

and brickbats are welcome either by sms, what’s app or in the Club Website. 

 

http://bit.ly/2TzCgDi
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NEW MEMBERS LIST 
The following members were elected and Managing Committee welcomed the new members to our 
prestigious club. 
 

1 Mr.T.Ajay Reddy Regular Mc Approved 

2 Mrs.Y.Ramya Regular Mc Approved 

3 Miss.J.Monica Regular Mc Approved 

4 Mr.P.Akhil Kumar Regular Mc Approved 

5 Mrs.G.Vyshnavi Kalyan Regular Mc Approved 

6 Mrs.N.Sravya Regular Mc Approved 

7 Dr.Supriya Satapathy Regular Mc Approved 

8 Mrs.Bh.Sowmya Regular Mc Approved 

9 Mr.P.Sanjay Regular Mc Approved 

10 Mr.M.Nihaal Regular Mc Approved 

11 Mrs.P.Vasantha Lakshmi Regular Mc Approved 

12 Miss.D.Namratha Raju Regular Mc Approved 

13 Mrs.T.Vanaja Regular Mc Approved 

14 Mr.K.Chaitanya Varma Regular mc Approved 

15 Miss.M.Vandita Regular mc Approved 

16 Mr.V.Surya Kiran Associate Approved 

17 Mr.Ishan Garodia Associate Approved 

18 Miss.V.Brinda Savitri Sanjna Associate Approved 

19 Mr.D.B.M.Venkata Reddy Associate Approved 

20 Miss.T.Sai Eswari Associate Approved 

21 Mr.T.Sai Bala Guruvu Gupta Associate Approved 

22 Miss.Upasana Bothra Associate Approved 

23 Mr.Goutam Muhuri Change of Nominee Approved 
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MEMBER’S HONOUR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. T. V. S. K. Kanaka Raju, Senior Advocate, Visakhapatnam being felicitated by Prabhu 
Samba Das of ISKON, for protecting valuable property of ISKON the spiritual Organization. 
 

OBITUARY REFERENCE 
We regret to announce the sad demise of our Senior Member. May his soul rest in peace. 
 

 

 

 

 

Shri. N. Gopalakrishnaiah Garu 

(M. No: G-13) 
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PUZZLES, CHESS, SUDOKU, 

JOKES, MOVIE REVIEWS 
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Test your Brain with these 10 Visual Illusions 

By: Dr. Pascale Michelon 

The brain has two hemispheres, each divided into four lobes. Each lobe is responsible for different 

functions. For instance the frontal cortex (in blue below) is responsible for decision making and 

planning; the temporal lobe (in green) for language and memory; and the parietal lobe (in yellow) 

for spatial skills. The occipital lobe (in red) is entirely devoted to vision: It is thus the place where 

visual illusions happen. 

The frontal lobe represents around 41% of total cerebral cortex volume; 

the temporal lobe 22%; the parietal lobe 19%; and the occipital lobe 

18%. How the visual system processes shapes, colors, sizes, etc. has 

been researched for decades. One way to understand more about this 

system is to look at how we can trick it, that is, to look at how the brain 

reacts to visual illusions.. 

 

10 visual illusions to combine fun and learning about the visual system (You’ll find answers 

and explanations at the end of the article) 

We know you know there is a trick since these are illusions… but don’t try to be smarter than your 

brain: Just enjoyed being tricked! 

1. Are the squares inside the blue and yellow squares all the same color? 

 

 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://sharpbrains.com/blog/2010/10/27/test-your-brain-with-these-top-10-visual-illusions/
https://sharpbrains.com/blog/author/pascale/
https://1pv2qf2te2gm20k28u30ivdc-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/ColorIllusion.jpg
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2. Are the horizontal lines straight or crooked? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Are the circles static or moving? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. How many legs does this elephant have? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://1pv2qf2te2gm20k28u30ivdc-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/CafeWall.jpg
https://1pv2qf2te2gm20k28u30ivdc-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/MotionIllusion.jpg
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5. Can you put the fish in the fishbowl? 

Stare at the yellow stripe in the middle of the fish in the picture below for about 10–20 sec. Then 

move your gaze to the fish bowl. 

 

 

. 

 

 

6. Are the two horizontal lines of the same length? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Do you see gray dots at the intersections of the white lines? 
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8. Are the two orange circles of the same size? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Does Lincoln’s face look normal? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Can you see a baby? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://1pv2qf2te2gm20k28u30ivdc-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/LincolnUpsideDown.jpg
https://1pv2qf2te2gm20k28u30ivdc-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/BabyIllusion.jpg
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ANSWERS AND EXPLANATIONS: Contrast your answers with the ones below, and learn about 

what was going on in your brain while you experienced each of these illusions: 

1. Can you put the fish in the fishbowl? 

Did you see a fish of a different color in the bowl? You have just experienced an afterimage. In 

the retina of your eyes, there are three types of color receptors (cones) that are most sensitive 

to either red, blue or green. When you stare at a particular color for too long, these receptors 

get “fatigued.” When you then look at a different background, the receptors that are tired do 

not work as well. Therefore, the information from all of the different color receptors is not in 

balance. This will create the color “afterimages.”  

2. Bezold effect 

The smaller squares inside the blue and yellow squares are all the same color.             

They seem different (magenta and orange) because a color is perceived differently 

depending on its relation to adjacent colors (here blue or yellow depending on the outer 

square) 

3.  Café Wall Illusion 

The horizontal lines are straight, even though they do not seem straight.  In this illusion, the 

vertical zigzag patterns disrupt our horizontal perception. 

4. Illusory Motion 

The circles do appear to be moving even though they are static. This is due to the cognitive 

effects of interacting color contrasts and shape position. 

5. How many legs does this elephant have? 

Tricky, isn’t it?! This picture is an impossible picture that also contains some subjective 

contours, such as the Kanizsa Triangle below: A white triangle (pointing down) can be seen 

in this figure even though no triangle is actually drawn. This effect is known as a subjective 

or illusory contour. The contour of the triangle is created by the shapes around it. 
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6. The Mueller-Lyer Illusion 

The two horizontal lines are of the same length, even though the one at the 

bottom seems longer. As you know, the visual angle gets smaller with distance, so the brain 

automatically perceives objects at farther distances to be bigger. 

In general, lines that have inward flaps, such as corner of a building, are relatively the nearest 

points of the overall object. Similarly, lines with outward flaps are found at the longer distance, 

as the farthest corner of a room. So in the Mueller-Lyer illusion, the brain perceives the line 

with outward flaps to be at a farther point as compared to the line with inward flaps. 

Consequently, the brain perceives the line with outward flaps to be longer. 

7. Hermann grid illusion 

There are not gray dots in this grid. However “ghostlike” gray blobs are perceived at the 

intersections of the white lines. The gray dots disappear when looking directly at an 

intersection. This illusion can be explained by a neural process happening in the visual 

system called lateral inhibition (the capacity of an active neuron to reduce the activity of its 

neighbors) 

8. The Ebbinghaus Illusion 

The two orange circles are exactly the same size,even though the one on the 

left seems smaller. This size distortion may be caused by the size of the surrounding circles 

or by their distance to the center circle. 

9. Does Lincoln’s face look normal? 

It seems normal but now, look at it upright: Lincoln’s eyes do not look quite right! 

Some neurons in the brain seem specialized in processing faces. Faces 

are usually seen upright. When presented upside down, the brain no longer 

recognizes a picture of a face as a face but rather as an object. Neurons 

processing objects are different from those processing faces and not as 

specialized. As a consequence, these neurons do not respond to face 

distortions as well. This explains why we miss the weird eyes when the 

face is inverted. 

10. Can you see a baby? 

Another great example of an illusory contour! The baby’s head is on the left; the baby’s feet 

are against the trunk of the tree on the right. 

 

 

 

https://1pv2qf2te2gm20k28u30ivdc-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/LincolnUpRight.jpg
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SUDOKU: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHESS 

World Champions (to mid-2013) Here is the generally-recognized, unbroken list of World Champions 

since the first recognized World Champion, Wilhelm Steinitz: 1. Wilhelm Steinitz 2. Emanuel Lasker 

3. José Raúl Capablanca 4. Alexander Alekhine 5. Max Euwe 6. Mikhail Botvinnik 7. Vasily Smyslov 

8. Mikhail Tal 9. Tigran Petrosian 10. Boris Spassky 11. Bobby Fischer 12. Anatoly Karpov 13. Garry 

Kasparov 14. Vladimir Kramnik 15. Viswanathan Anand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ViswanathanAnand vs Magnus Carlsen  "Anand the Third Day..." (game of the day Apr-05-2015) 

Carlsen - Anand World Championship Match (2014), Sochi RUS, rd 3, Nov-11 

Queen's Gambit Declined: Harrwitz Attack. Two Knights Defense Blockade Line (D37)  ·  1-0 

 

https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessplayer?pid=12088
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessplayer?pid=52948
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/gamesoftheday
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chess.pl?tid=84885
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessopening?eco=D37
https://printablesudokufree.com/printable-sudoku-hard-1/
https://printablesudokufree.com/printable-sudoku-hard/
https://printablesudokufree.com/printable-sudoku-hard-4-per-page/
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White to move. 

1.d4Nf62.c4e63.Nf3d54.Nc3Be75.Bf4O -O6.e3Nbd.c5c68.Bd3b69.b4a510.a 

3Ba611.Bxa6Rxa612.b5cxb513.c6Qc814.c7b415.Nb5a416.Rc1Ne417.Ng5Ndf618.Nxe4Nxe419.f

3Ra520.fxe4Rxb521.Qxa4Ra522.Qc6bxa323.exd5Rxd524.Qxb6Qd725.O.ORc826.Rc6g527.Bg3

Bb428.Ra1Ba529.Qa6Bxc730.Qc4e531.Bxe5Rxe532.dxe5Qe733.e6Kf834.Rc11-0 

BRIDGE 

Contract Bridge or just Bridge is the most popular 

card game which can be played by teams 

consisting two players each. Bridge is the English 

pronunciation of a card game called “Biritch” which 

stands for “Russian Whist” according to the Oxford 

English Dictionary. The oldest reference of this 

game was found in a book called Biritch Rule 

Bookby John Collinson in 1886. The World Bridge 

Federation is the sole governing body of the 

international competitive bridge matches and 

tournaments. Contract Bridge’s gameplay consists of several deals where the deal again consists 

of four phases which are dealing, auction, playing and scoring. A variant of original Bridge called 

Duplicate Bridge is mostly played in clubs and tournaments where the same deal is played by two 

or more different sets of players for comparative scoring without re-dealing the cards on each 

occasion. 

 

http://www.sportslook.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Contract-Bridge.jpg
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REVIEWS 

BOOKS: 

ENGLISH 

Kissing & Telling – Jenna Reed: 

Everyone knows the rules of friendship, right?  

Rule #1: Don’t kiss your best friend.  

Rule #2: Don’t have sex with your best friend.  

Rule #3: Don’t pretend like it didn’t happen the next day. 

Bailey Renshaw is my best friend. Kind. Sweet as a peach, 

and so beautiful it should be a crime. Since we were kids I’ve 

wanted her, and one time when we were nothing more than 

teenagers I kissed her. It was the first mistake I ever made in 

our friendship. Giving her my heart and hoping she felt the 

same were my second and third. That night she broke me, 

ripped my heart out of my chest and stomped on it. Anyone 

else would’ve hated her for it, but it only made me value her 

more, and realize that I would do anything I could to keep her 

in my life even if it was only as a friend and nothing more----- 

The Somerset Girls – Lori Foster: 

 

 

Foster convincingly brings her characters to life against the idyllic 

backdrop of Kentucky farmland. This down-to-earth romance will 

especially appeal to animal lovers. 

 No one knows you quite like a sister. Summer in Sunset, 

Kentucky, means long, hot days and sometimes surprising new 

beginnings. Through it all, the ties of sisterhood.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/photo/48580523-kissing-telling
https://www.goodreads.com/book/photo/52703262-the-somerset-girls
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HINDI 

तमस By  Bhisham Sahni  

 

 

आज़ादी के ठीक पहले साांप्रदायिकता की बैसाखििााँ लगाकर पाशयिकता का 

जो नांगा नाच इस देश में नाचा गिा था, उसका अांतरांग यचत्रण भीष्म साहनी ने 

इस उपन्यास में यकिा है। काल-यिस्तार की दृयि से िह केिल पााँच यदनोां की 

कहानी है, िहशत के अाँधेरे में डूबे हुए पााँच यदनोां की कहानी, यजसे लेिक ने 

इस िूबी के साथ बुना है यक साांप्रदायिकता का हर पहलू तार-तार उद्-घायित 

हो जाता है और पाठक सारा उपन्या 

 

 

 

 

 

TELUGU 
 
కిషన్చందర్ కథలు  

 

 

 

పాత తరానికి పరిచయం అవసరం లేని సుప్పసిద్ధ ఉర్దూ  కథా రచయిత 

కిషన్చంద్ (1914–1977). అభ్యు ద్య రచయితగా ఆయన ప్పపంచ 

దేశాలో్ల ప్పసిద్ధధ. అనిి  భారతీయ భాషలు సహా, ఇంగ్లషో్, రషు న్, చైనీస్

, డేనిష్, పోలిష్, జరమ న్, హంగేరియన్ వంటి పలు విదేశీభాషలో్లకి 

ఆయన రచనలు అనువాద్మయ్యు యి.  

 

 

 

 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/18946752.Bhisham_Sahni
https://www.goodreads.com/book/photo/868210._
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MOVIES 

ENGLISH: 

Guardians Of The Galaxy Vol 2 
 

Genre: Action, Adventure Cast: Chris Pratt, Zoe 

Saldana, Dave Bautista, Bradley Cooper, Vin Diesel, 

Michael Rooker, Kurt Russell, Karen Gillan Director: 

James Gunn Look to the Walkman for the wisdom. 

"Your mommy's alright, your daddy's alright," 

promise the Cheap Trick vocals from their smashing 

anthem Surrender, the song that closes 

out Guardians of The Galaxy Volume 2 with a line 

that, in context, seems like severe understatement: 

"They just seem a little weird." You don't say. Daddy 

issues have long been a staple of intergalactic 

storytelling, but things are noticeably nuttier in this film where many a father and father-figure is 

brought to task. At one point when a character wonders whether he should chase after the 

charismatic silver-fox claiming to be his father, another asks him that most eternal of questions: 

"What if this man is your Hasselhoff?" What, indeed. 

The English Game Review:  

A well Mounted Netflix Series About The Emergence of Modern Football 

Cast: Edward Holcroft, Kevin Guthrie, 

Charlotte Hope Director: Birgitte Saermose, 

Tim Fywell. The English Game, a six-episode 

Netflix 0riginal miniseries, resorts to 

freewheeling blend of fact and fiction to 

dramatise the emergence of modern football in 

a Lancashire mill town in the late 19th century 

on the back of two hired Scottish players. 

However, the ballgame that the sweeping 

period epic plays extends way beyond the 

football field and addresses the British class system and the social movement that led to the game 

being wrested for good from the control of the aristocracy. 
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HINDI  

1.Never Have I Ever  

Never Have I Ever Review: Maitreyi Ramakrishnan 

in the series  Cast: Maitreyi Ramakrishnan, 

Ramona Young, Lee Rodriguez, Darren Barnet, 

Jaren Lewison, John McEnroe, Poorna 

Jagannathan, Richa Moorjani. Creators: Mindy 

Kaling, Lang Fisher The appeal of Never Have I 

Ever, a charming, peppy Netflix teen dramedy 

created by Mindy Kaling and Lang Fisher, stems 

primarily from its spry tempo, which alternates 

between the rollicking and the staccato, vividly capturing. 

2. HASMUKH 

Cast: Vir Das, Ranvir Shorey, Suhail Nayyar, 

Neeraj Pandey, Deeksha Sonalkar and Amrita 

Bagchi. Director: Nikhil Gonsalves. The idea is a 

killer: a small-town stand-up comic can't get his 

act together unless he commits murder. A local 

policeman is an avowed fan. He also has a crafty 

confidant to dress up the crime scene and cover 

his tracks. What's there to stop the fumbling 

funnyman from getting a stranglehold on his 

career? As the body count rises, the stocks of the 

stage performer soar while the simple Saharanpur man who has never had it easy in life is wracked 

by guilt, self-loathing and the fear of being found out. That construct constitutes a fabulously twisted 

psychological vantage point from which to explore a range of intertwined theme. 

TELUGU 

1.OKA CHINNA VIRAMAM 

Story: Deepak (Sanjay Varma) is a businessman immensely in love with his pregnant wife 

Sameera (Garima Singh). But when his idea of raising profits for his business puts her in 

trouble, he teams up with Balu (Naveen Neni) and Maya (Punarnavi) to save her. Suspense 

thrillers are most often than not filled with heavy plot points and sometimes too many 

characters. Oka Chinna Viramam is one such film which is fresh and simple, but thrilling. 

Director Sundeep Cheguri creates an environment that neither puts you on the edge of the 

seat nor bores you. He keeps raising the suspense and ends the movie on a satisfactory note 

without any lows. And that’s not an easy feat for any debutant director.  
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2. BHEESHMA 

                                                                                  

Bheeshma (Nithiin) is a frustrated man who’s tired of being 

single all his life. When an incident changes his life forever but 

helps him get close to the woman he loves, how does he deal 

with it? Bheeshma is Venky Kudumula’s second film and you can 

see he has a particular style of filmmaking that’s clearly 

becoming unique to him. With his first film Chalo, the director 

had proved that a script can be as inane and unbelievable as he 

wants it to be, and yet, he can manage to keep you entertained. 

And with this one, he pulls it off yet again, maybe not as well as 

his debut film, but still, definitely making it clear that the crazy is 

what he excels at. 

 

MUSIC ALBUMS 

ENGLISH: 

1.Witch ‘n’ Monk 

Witch ‘n’ Monk are a theatrical Anglo-Colombian duet 

featuring two very different musicians. Mauricio 

Velasierra plays a variety of flutes, while Heidi 

Heidelberg is a classically trained soprano singer who 

plays spiky prog-punk riffs on guitar while using looper 

pedals. They’ve released two mini-albums as Bitch ‘n’ 

Monk, but their new moniker rather suits the slightly 

shamanic, unearthly quality of their music. 

 

2.NICOLA BENEDETTI: ELGAR VIOLIN CONCERT: 

The violin was Edward Elgar’s instrument, and when he was 

composing he thought as a string player: you can hear the 

idiomatic shaping of lines, the relishing of sonorities, in 

everything he wrote. Nicola Benedetti’s new recording – out 

today as a download, with the CD release planned for July 

– brings together his huge, sumptuous 1910 Violin Concerto 

with three miniatures for violin and piano that nevertheless 

say a lot in a few minutes. 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/music/2020/may/15/witch-n-monk-witch-n-monk-review#img-1
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2020/may/15/witch-n-monk-witch-n-monk-review#img-1
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2019/nov/08/nicola-benedetti-violin-rps-speech-we-need-music-in-our-lives
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2020/may/15/witch-n-monk-witch-n-monk-review#img-1
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2020/may/14/nicola-benedetti-elgar-violin-concerto-review-lpo-jurowski#img-1
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HINDI 

SHUBH MANGAL ZYADA SAAVDHAN 

As is the current trend with majority of Bollywood flicks, 
soundtrack of Shubh Mangal Zyada Saavdhan too has 
released alongside the arrival of the film in theatres. 
Though an early release of the jukebox can well help 
gain added popularity in days preceding to the film's 
release, one wonders if this trend would reverse in time 
to come. Moreover, yet again there are three recreated 
songs in this album which has over half a dozen 
numbers in there. 

 

Album 

Malang 

A romantic action thriller, Mohit Suri’s 'Malang', 

features Aditya Roy Kapur, Disha Patani, Anil 

Kapoor and Kunal Kemmu in lead roles. The album of 

four songs (at the time of going to press) is 

predominantly love tracks and has been composed by 

four different musicians with distinct styles, thereby 

making the album an interesting one. 

 

'Aakaasam Nee Haddhu Ra' 

Rakendu Mouli's lyrics convey the Tamil original's 

meaning seamlessly.  Rahul's voice, joined by 

Revanth's, adds a raw texture to the song.  GV 

Prakash Kumar uses the drums to a foot-tapping 

effect.  Despite its stark Kollywood-esque flavour, 

the song is enjoyable. 

 Pilla Puli Singers: Anurag Kulkarni, Harish 

Sivaramakrishnan. Lyrics: Ramajogayya Sastry 

As irreverent romantic songs go, 'Pilla Puli' is one of the best in recent times.   The line 'Nee nuduti 

samatallo kunkaala bottalle, thadavali naa kala' has a very striking ring.  The singers - Anurag 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/Mohit-Suri
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/Aditya-Roy-Kapur
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/Anil-Kapoor
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/Anil-Kapoor
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and Harish - do a splendid job, with the former bring to the table a somewhat pounding streak.  This 

might turn out to be the album's best song. 

RED 

The first single from 'RED' is out, on Lahari Music. Nuvve 

Nuvve Singers: Ramya Behara, Anurag Kulkarni 

Lyricist: Sirivennela Sitarama Sastry. The lyrics are laced 

with meaning even though the wordings do sound a bit too 

familiar.  Ramya Behara's voice is too mild to a 

fault.  Perhaps, it's also dated but that's how Mani Sharma 

chooses to do it sometimes.  Anurag Kulkarni's voice builds 

on the image of 'Ramuloo Ramulaa' from 'Ala 

Vaikunthapurramuloo'.  Shot in picturesque locations, the 

duet is fairly impressive. 

 

LATEST GADGETS 

iPhone SE (2020)  

 

 

 

 

iPhone SE (2020), Apple's latest smartphone, is going on sale in India today at 12pm (noon). Buyers 

will be able to place their orders online on Flipkart for the phone at a starting price of Rs. 42,500. 

There is an instant discount offer of up to Rs. 3,600 on the phone as well for those who pay via 

HDFC Bank debit and credit cards. The “affordable” new iPhone was launched by the company in 

April with Apple's A13 Bionic SoC. 
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2. Instagram 'Guides' APP: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instagram is rolling out a new feature dubbed as 'Guides' that lets users discover recommendations 

and other content from their favorite creators or public figures. Guides is essentially a tab within a 

user's profile where they can create article-like updates from old posts and videos including IGTV 

videos with small captions and headers to highlight a specific topic. At the moment, the Facebook-

owned social media platform is focusing Guides on wellness content amid the coronavirus 

pandemic, therefore, the feature is available to use by a very specific group of wellness influencers. 

Instagram added that the guides will start to appear in the Explore tab in the coming days. 

3.Microsoft Edge: 

 

HIGHLIGHTS 

Microsoft Edge users will get the new search 

option in the coming weeks, adding Pinterest 

integration for Collections feature and templates 

for an easy signup. Also a contextual search 

experience that will allow users to get results of 

their queries directly on the sidebar, without 

leaving the active webpage.  
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JOKES: 

Nikita Khrushchev 

Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev[a] (15 April [O.S. 3 April] 1894 

– 11 September 1971) was a Soviet politician who led the Soviet 

Union during part of the Cold War as the first secretary of 

the Communist Party of the Soviet Union from 1953 to 1964 and 

as chairman of the Council of Ministers (or premier) from 1958 

to 1964. Khrushchev was responsible for the de-Stalinization of 

the Soviet Union, for backing the progress of the early Soviet 

space program, and for several relatively liberal reforms in areas 

of domestic policy. Khrushchev's party colleagues removed him 

from power in 1964, replacing him with Leonid Brezhnev as First 

Secretary and Alexei Kosygin as Premier. 

Khrushchev was giving a speech when a heckler in the audience 

shouted "Why did you never speak out against Stalin?"Straight 

away Khrushchev bellowed "WHO SAID THAT?" and there was 

a rattle of safeties being taken off by his bodyguards. Nobody 

spoke. Khrushchev bellowed even louder "**WHO. SAID. 

THAT?!**". He gave a signal, one gesture of his hand. More armed men filed into the hall and stared 

intently down every row. Not one person moved a single muscle. Dead silence. And after a full 

minute, Khrushchev said: "...That's why I never spoke out against Stalin." 

Lenin, Stalin, Khrushchev, Brezhnev and Gorbachev are sitting together on a train...The train breaks 

down. Lenin tries to rally the workers to work together and get the train running again. When that 

fails, Stalin lines up all the workers and shoots them. When that doesn't help, Khrushchev tries to 

reform the workers back to life. When that also fails, Brezhnev pulls down all the curtains in the rail 

car and says "let's just pretend the train is moving." After sitting in the dark for a while, Gorbachev 

breaks the silence and says "Hey, any of you guys wanna pick up some McDonalds?" 

One day, a man ran through Red Square in Moscow, shouting at the top of his lungs, "Khrushchev 

is a fool!" He was subsequently arrested for revealing state secrets.An American, Russian and 

Malaysian are having a conversation. The American says: "We have the best stealth planes ever. 

We can fly our B-2 stealth bomber over Beijing and the Chinese will never see." The Russian, not 

willing to be out done, says "We also have good stealth planes, so stealthy like Khrushchev and 

very accurate. 100% not bootleg." The Malaysian said, "I have the best stealth plane. MH370 hasn't 

been found for 4 years." 

 Crisis 

Once upon a time, JFK had this Rubik's cube that he was extremely fond of. He was also rumored 

to be having a rather stormy relationship with a woman named Laura (I'll call her Ms. L). JFK went 

for a walk with his dog ever day between 10 and 11. One day, when he wasn't home, Khrushchev 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikita_Khrushchev#cite_note-pronunciation-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Style_and_New_Style_dates
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soviet_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cold_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Secretary_of_the_Communist_Party_of_the_Soviet_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communist_Party_of_the_Soviet_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Premier_of_the_Soviet_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Council_of_Ministers_of_the_Soviet_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De-Stalinization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soviet_space_program
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soviet_space_program
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonid_Brezhnev
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexei_Kosygin
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came in, nailed Ms. L, and took the cube. Tensions between the national leaders were never higher 

than during the Cube and Ms. L Crisis.  

The great train of Communism grinds to a 

halt...Stalin, Khrushchev and Brezhnev are riding on 

the great train of communism together when it 

suddenly grinds to a halt. Stalin pokes his head out 

of the window and shouts, "Take the engineers 

behind the tool sheds and have them shot, then get 

new engineers!" But the train still does not move. 

Khrushchev has a go at it next. "Pardon the 

engineers, retrain them, then put them back to work!" 

But still the train does not move.Finally, after hours 

at complete standstill, Brezhnev turns to his fuming 

compatriots and says, "Gentlemen, let us simply 

close the blinds and pretend that we are moving!" 

 

 

 

Puzzles, Brain Teasers, Chess, Bridge, Reviews – Movies, Music Albums & Gadgets 

compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., a senior Practicing Chartered Accountant 

based at Visakhapatnm and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Waltair Times and can be 

reached at psraju@gmail.com. 
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ERP IMPLEMENTATION – FIRST ENTRY BEING 

PASSED – VICE PRESIDENT, MR.P.S.RAJU, FCA., 

ACHIEVED THE MILE STONE MONDAY MAY 

11TH, 2020. 
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Dear All, 

The ERP has been successfully connected. The first transaction was passed. From now on all 
transactions can be processed through the ERP System of the Club. I am sure it would be a great 
milestone to Waltair Club. 

Best Regards, 

P. S. Raju, FCA., 

Vice President, Waltair Club. 
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*CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS TAUGHT BY "SANATAN 

DHARM" TO PREVENT PANDEMICS BY 

MAINTAINING PERFECT HYGIENE* 
 

*1 »*लवणं व्यञ्जनं चैव घृतं तैलं तथैव च । लेहं्य पेयं च ववववधं हस्तदतं्त न भक्षयेत् ।। धर्मविनू्ध ३पू. आविक. *Salt, ghee, 

oil, Annam and other food should not be served with bare hand. Use spoons to serve.* 
 

*2 »*अनातुरः स्वावन खावन न सृ्पशेदवनवर्त्ततः ।।र्नुसृ्मवत ४/१४४ *Without a reason don't touch your own 

indriyas. (Eyes, nose, ears, etc.)* 
 

*3 »* अपरृ्ज्यान्न च स्न्न्नातो गात्राण्यम्बरपावणवभः ।। र्ाकम णे्डय पुराण ३४/५२ *Don't use clothes already worn by 

you & dry yourself after a bath.* 
 

*4 »हस्तपादे रु्खे चैव पञ्चादे्र भोजनं चरेत् ।। पद्म०िृवि.५१/८८ नाप्रक्षावलतपावणपादो भुञ्जीत ।।िुशु्रतिंवहता वचवकत्सा 

२४/९८ *Wash your hands, feet, mouth before you eat.* 

 

*5 »* स्न्न्नानाचारववहीनस्य िवामः सु्यः वनष्फलाः वियाः ।। वाघलसृ्मवत ६९ *Without a bath or Snan and Shudhi, all 

Karmas done are Nishphal.* 
 

*6 »* न धारयेत् परसै्यवं स्न्न्नानवसं्त्र कदाचन ।। पद्म० िृवि.५१/८६ 

*Don't use the cloth (like towel) used by another person for drying yourself after a bath.* 
 

*7 »*अन्यदेव भवद्वािः शयनीये नरोत्तर् । अन्यद् रथ्यािु देवानार्् अचामयार्् अन्यदेव वह ।। र्हाभारत अनु १०४/८६*Use 

different clothes while sleeping, while going out, while doing pooja.* 
 

*8 » तथा न अन्यधृतं (वसं्त्र) धायमर्् ।। र्हाभारत अनु १०४/८६ *Don't wear clothes worn by others.* 

 

*9 »न अप्रक्षावलतं पूवमधृतं विनं विभृयाद् ।। ववषु्णसृ्मवत ६४ *Clothes once worn should not be worn again 

before washing.* 
 

*10 »न आदं्र पररदधीत ।। गोवभिगृह्यिूत्र ३/५/२४ *Don't wear wet clothes.* 

 

*11 »* वचताधूर्िेवने िवे वणामः स्न्न्नानर्् आचरेयुः।वर्ने श्मशु्रकर्मवण कृते च।। ववषु्णसृ्मवत २२*Take a bath on return 

from cremation ground. Take a bath after every haircut* 
 
*These precautions were taught to every Indian five thousand years ago in the Sanatana Gatha. We 
were forewarned about importance of maintaining good hygiene, when no microscopes existed, by 

our ancestors using Vedic knowledge!* *See in today's scenario how true these are**िनातन ही ित्य 

है और ित्य ही िनातन है !* 

 
Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., (S-148), a Senior Practicing Chartered 
Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Waltair Times 
and can be reached at psraju@gmail.com 
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కరోనా - కషా్టలుమూతికి గుడా్డయె 

 
ముప్పూ టల ఫుడా్డయె ఖాళీగా రోడా్డయె కదిలితే రాడా్డయె బడులన్నీ  బంధాయె సదువేమో సాగదాయె 

ఆటపాటలాగిపాయె సెల్ ఫోన్ చేతిలాయె గుళ్నా్నీ  బందాయె దేవుళ్కాు సెలవాయె దావఖానా్ల ఫులాాయె 

డ్డక టరా్ల దేవులాాయె పచ్చీ సు ముపాూ యె పేకాడితె తపాూ యె ఆఫీసులు సెలవాయె సాలరీలు సగమాయె 

అర్లగుమీది ముచ్ీ టాగె వకిలిమీది సందడ్డగె ఇర్లగుపొర్లగు చిన్ీ బోయె ఇళ్ంాతా బోసిపోయె 

నిదరేమో రాదాయె టైమ్ పాసు కాదాయె ఉడుకపోత మొదలాయె చెమటపోత చిందులాయె పెళి్ళ ళ్ళి  

లేవాయే ఫంక్షనా్ల బందాయే పలకరంపు కర్లవాయే మన్సంతా బర్లవాయే వందులనిీ  బందాయె 

వలాసాల రందాయే తిన్బోతే చిర్లతిండాు ఇంటా్లళి్ళ  తిడుతండాు సినిమాలు శిన్ీ బోయె స రయళా్ళ 

సన్ీ బోయె వారతలా్ల కరోనాయే వంటంటే భయమాయె షేవంగులు పెరగిపోయె సేవంగులు కరగిపోయె 

కాలరీలు పెరగిపోయె సాలరీలు తరగిపోయె ముపేూ మో ముందాయె దోమలకే వందాయె మన్సేదో 

అందాయే మందేమో బందాయే ఆశచూసేత ఆగదాయె పనిచూసేత దొరకదాయె కలలన్నీ   చెదిరపోయె 

లాక్-డౌన్  ముదిరపోయె ! 

Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., (S-148), a Senior Practicing Chartered 
Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Waltair Times 
and can be reached at psraju@gmail.com 
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*నడక (వాకింగ్)... గురించి ఈ 10 

విషయాలు తప్ప క తెలుసుకోవాలి...!!!_* 
 
మీకు హిపోక్రాట్స్  తెలుసా...? ఆయన ఇప్ప టి వాడు ాదు. క్రీసుు పూర్వ ిం 460వ సింవత్ రానిక చిందిన 

వాడు. అప్ప ట్ల న ే వైద్య  ర్ింగ నిపుణుడిగా పేరుగాించాడు. అిందుకే ఆయన్ను  ఫాద్ర్ ఆఫ్ మెడిసిన్ అని 

పిలుసాురు. ఇింతీ అసలు విషయిం ఏింో తెలుసా...? ఏమీ లేద్ిండీ...! సద్రు హిపోక్రాట్స్  అే ఆయ

న వాకింగ్ గురించి ఓ కొటేషన్ చప్పప రు. అదేమిటింటే...! వాకింగ్ ఈజ్ ఎ మ్యయ న్్  బెస్ట ్మెడిసిన్...! అని 

ఆయన అన్ను రు. అవున్న...! మీరు విను ది నిజమే. ఈ క్రకమింలోే క్రప్తి రోజూ కనీసిం 15 న్నించి 30 

నిమిషాల ప్పటు అయిన్న వాకింగ్ చేస్తు దింతో ఎన్ను  క్రప్యోజన్నలు కలుగుతాయని ఆయన చప్పప రు. 

మర అవేమిో ఇపుప డు తెలుసుకుిందమ్య...!_ 

 

1. వాకింగ్_* రెగుయ లర్గా చేయడిం వట్లలన శరీర్ింలో ఎిండారి న్నన అనబడే హారోో న్నన విడుద్లవుతాయి. ఇవి 

మ్యనసిక ఆరోగాయ నిు  మెరుగు ప్రుసాుయి. ఒతిుడి, ఆిందోళన, డిక్రెషన్, కింగారు వింటి సమసయ లు త

ట్లగుతాతాయి. అలాగే వయస్ు  మీద్ ప్డడిం ార్ణింగా వచేే  దెమెింతియా, అల్జమీర్్  వింటి వాయ ధులు 

రాకుిండా ఉింటాయి. 

 

2. నితయ ిం_* వాకింగ్ చేయడిం వట్లలన కింటి ఆరోగయ ిం మెరుగుప్డుతింద్ని అధ్య యన్నలు చబుతన్ను యి. 

కింటిక సింబింధించిన ప్లు న్నడులు ాళనలో ఉింటాయి. అిందుకే ాళనతో వాకింగ్ చేయడిం వట్లలన కింటి 

ఆరోగయ ిం కూడా మెరుగు ప్డుతింద్ట. నితయ ిం వాకింగ్ చేస్తు కట్లళ నపై అధక ఒతిుడి తట్లగ తాడింతోప్పటు ట్లగ నకోమ్య 

వింటి కింటి వాయ ధులు రాకుిండా ఉింటాయట. 

 

3. నితయ ిం_* ర్నిు ింగ్ చేస్తు ఎలాింటి లాభాలు కలుగుతాయో అదేలాింటి బెనిఫిట్స్  వాకింగ్ చేయడిం వ

ట్లలన కూడా కలుగుతాయని అమెరకన్ హార్ ్అసోసియేషన్ చబుతోింది. నితయ ిం వాకింగ్ చేస్తు గుిండె సమసయ

లు, హార్ ్ఎటాక్లు రావట. అలాగే హైబీపీ, కొలెస్ట్స్ాల్ తట్లగుతాతాయట. దింతోప్పటు శరీర్ింలో ర్ట్లక ు సర్ఫరా 

మెరుగు ప్డుతింద్ట. 

 

4. వాకింగ్_* చేయడిం వట్లలన శరీర్ిం ఆక్ జన్న్న ఎకుు వగా క్రగహిసుుింది. దింతో అదే ఆక్ జన్ ర్ట్లక ుింలో చేర 

అది ఊపిరతితులకు అిందుతింది. ఈ క్రకమింలో సద్రు ఆక్ జన్ ఊపిరతితులోన  ఉిండే టాక్ న్నన, విష, 

వయ ట్లర్ థ ప్దరాథలన్న బయటకు ప్ింపుతింది. అలాగే ఇతర్ ఊపిరతితుల సమసయ లు దూర్మవుతాయి. 

 

5. డయాబెటిస్ట_* ఉను వారు నితయ ిం ర్నిు ింగ్ కన్ను  వాకింగ్ చేస్తుే  ఎింతో క్రప్యోజనిం కలుగుతింద్ట

. 6 నెలల ప్పటు వాకింగ్, ర్నిు ింగ్ చేసిన కొింద్రు డయాబెటిస్ట పేషింటనన్న సింటిస్ులు ప్రశీలిించగా 

ఈ విషయిం వెలనడింది. వాకింగ్ చేసిన వారలో ర్ట్లక ుింలో ట్లూన కోజ్ ట్లసాథయిలు బాగా అదుపులోక వచాే యని 

సింటిస్ులు గురుించారు. అిందువట్లలన రోజూ వాకింగ్ చేస్తు డయాబెటిస్టన్న సమట్లర్ థవింతింగా ఎదురోు వచే

నివారుచబుతన్ను రు. 

 

6. నితయ ిం_* కనీసిం 30 నిమిషాల ప్పటు వాకింగ్ చేస్తు ెద్ద పేగు యా న్ ర్ వచేే  ముపుప  చాలా వర్కు త

ట్లగుతాతింద్ని ప్రశోధ్నలు చబుతన్ను యి. అలాగే జీర్ ణక్రప్క్రకయ మెరుగు ప్డుతింది. మలబట్లద్దకిం 

పోతింది. విరేచనిం రోజూ సాఫీగా అవుతింది. 

 

7. నితయ ిం_* 10వేల ట్ల స్్  (100 నిమిషాలు) ప్పటు వాకింగ్ చేస్తు అధక బరువు తవ ర్గా తట్లగుతాతార్ని ప్రశోధ్

నలు చబుతన్ను యి. దింతోప్పటు కిండరాలు ద్ృఢింగా మ్యరుతాయట. 
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8. నితయ ిం_* వాకింగ్ చేయడిం వట్లలన ీళ్లన  బాగా ప్నిచేసాుయి. అవి అింత తవ ర్గా అరగిపోవు. అలాగే ఎముక

ట్లలోన  సాింక్రద్త ెరుగుతింది. దింతో క్రఫాకే ట్లరున, ీళ న నొపుప లు వచేే  అవాశాలు తట్లగుతాతాయి. ఇిందుకు 

రోజూ కనీసిం 30 నిమిషాల ప్పటు అయిన్న వాకింగ్ చేయాలి. ఇలా చేస్తు ీళ న నొపుప లు, వాపులు కూడా త

ట్లగుతాతాయి. 

 

9. బాయ క్ ెయిన్తో_* సతమతమయేయ వారక వాకింగ్ చకు ని ఔషధ్ిం అే చప్ప వచ్చే . లో ఇింప్పక్ ్

వాయ యామిం కింద్కు వాకింగ్ వట్లసుుింది. కన్నక నడుింపై ెద్దగా ఒతిుడి ప్డదు. దనిక తోడు ఆ భాగింలో 

ఉిండే ఒతిుడి, నొపిప  కూడా పోతాయి. ర్ట్లక ు సర్ఫరా ెరగి నొపిప  తట్లగుతాతింది. కన్నక వెన్ను  నొపిప  ఉను

వారు నితయ ిం వాకింగ్ చేయడిం మించిది. 

 

10. నితయ ిం_* వాకింగ్ చేయడిం వట్లలన ఎపుప డూ డిక్రెషన్లో ఉిండే వారు మించి మూడ్కు వట్లసాు ర్ట. వారు 

హాయ పీగా ఉింటార్ని ప్రశోధ్నలు చబుతన్ను యి. కన్నక నితయ ిం వాకింగ్ చేయడిం మించిది...!!! 

 
Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., (S-148), a Senior Practicing Chartered 

Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Waltair 

Times and can be reached at psraju@gmail.com 
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*కిరాతార్జునీయం* 

 

 

 

                                   

                         By Mr. Durvasula Dakshina Murthy (M NO - D-18) 

 

పాండవులు అరణ్య వాసాం చేస్తున్న  సమయమది. తమ వద్దకు వచ్చి న్ వాయ సమునాంద్రుని పాండవులు 

అర్య  పద్యయ ులతో పూజాంచ్చన్ తరువాత ఆయన్తో ‘కౌరవులు మమమ ల్నన  మాయ జూద్ాంలో ఓడాంచారు. 

మమమ ల్నన  అరణ్య వాసానికి, అజా్ఞతవాసానికీ పాంపాంచారు. శద్రరాంజయులుగా పేరాందిన్ మాకే ఇప్పు డు 

శద్రరభయాం పట్టుకుాంది. మాకు తగిన్ తరుణోపయాం చెపు ాండ’’ అని అడగారు. 
అప్పడు వాయ సభగవానుడు ‘‘మీకు ఎాంతమాంది శద్రరవులున్నన  వారిని గెలవాలాంటే శివానుద్రగహాం 

కలగాల్న. కాబట్టు అరుునుని శాంకరుని గురిాంచ్చ తపస్తు  చేయమన్ాండ. శాంకరుడు ద్రపతయ క్షాం 

అయిన్ప్పు డు పశుపతాస్తసుాం అడగాండ. శాంకరుడు ద్యనిని మీకు ఇచ్చి  విజయీభవ అని ఆశీరవ దిస్తు ఇక 

మీ విజయానికి తిరుగులేు’’ అని చెపు  వాయ స్తడు అకక డ నుాంచ్చ వెళి్ళ పోయాడు. 

వాయ స్తడ సూచన్ మేరకు అరుునుడు శివారాధన్ చేయడాం మొద్లుపెట్టుడు. కాంతకాలాం తరావ త 

శాంకరుడు అరుునుడ శకి ుని పరీక్షాంచాలనుకున్నన డు. ఒక అడవిపాందిని సృష్ుాంచ్చ ద్యనిని అరుునుడు 

తపస్తు  చేస్తకుాంట్టన్న  పర ణశాల వద్దకు పాంపడు. అది అకక డకి వెళ్ళ ి

రద్ చేస్ుాంది. ఆ ధవ నికి కళ్ళి  తెరిచ్చ చూశాడు అరుునుడు. వెాంటనే తన్ 

విలాింుకున్నన డు. ఈలోగా శివుడు అరుునుడ వెనుక నుాంచ్చ అడవిపాంది 

మీద్కి వేసిన్ బాణ్ాం ద్యని పృష్ు భాగాంలోాంచ్చ శరీరాంలోకి వెళ్ళ ి ద్యని 

నోటి్ాంచ్చ బయటకు వచి్చ  నేలమీద్ పడాంది. సరిగాా అదే సమయాంలో 

ఎకుక పెట్టున్ అరుునుడ బాణ్ాం అడవి పాంది నోటి్ాంచ్చ శరీరాంలోకి వెళ్ళ ి

అకక డనుాంచ్చ పృష్ఠభాగాంలోాంచ్చ బయటకు వెళ్ళ ి నేలమీద్ పడాంది. 

శివుడు తన్ ద్రపమథగణాలలో ఒకడని పల్నచ్చ తన్ బాణానిన  తీస్తకు 

రమమ న్మని చెపు డు. అతను వెళ్ళ ిఅరుునునితో ‘ఈ బాణ్ాం మా 

న్నయకుడది. ఆయన్ గొపు  వీరుడు. ఆయన్ బాణ్ాం తీశాడాంటే ఎవరూ 

నిలబడలేరు. జ్ఞద్రగతు’’ అన్నన డు కవివ ాంప్పగా..  

 

From the epic poem Kiratarjuniya: Arjuna recognises Shiva and 
surrenders to him.  Painting by Raja Ravi Varma, 19th century. 
Raja Ravi Varma. 
 

‘‘మీ న్నయకుడు అాంత మొన్గాడయితే న్నతో యుదా్యనికి రమమ ని చెప్పు ’’ అన్నన డు అరుునుడు. ఆ 

మాటకోసమే ఎురు చూస్తున్నన డు కిరారడ రూపాంలో ఉన్న  శివుడు. కాండమీది నుాంచ్చ ఒకక  దూకు 

దూకి అరుునుడ ముాంు నిలబడ, ‘‘ఈ పాందిని నువువ  న బాణ్ాంతో కట్టు వా? ఏదీ ఇప్పు డు చూప్ప న 

విద్య ’’ అన్నన డు.  

 

అరుునుడు క్షణ్ాం ఆలసయ ాం చేయకుాండా శివుని మీద్ బాణాలు ద్రపయోగిాంచడాం ద్రపరాంభాంచాడు. శివుడు 

కూడా అరుునుని మీద్కు బాణాలు వేస్తున్నన డు. అరుునుడు తన్ బలాం అాంతట్టన ఉపయోగిాంచ్చ శివుడని 

పడగొటేుాంుకు యతిన స్తున్నన డు. కాన శివునికి ఏమీ అవడాం లేు. తరావ త ఇద్దరూ మలయిుద్ాాం 
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చేశారు. శాంకరుడు అరుునుని శరీరానిన  తోసి అవతల 

పరేశాడు. అప్పడు అరుునుడు తిరిగి లేచ్చ తన్ ధనుస్తు తో 

శాంకరుని జట్టజూటాం మీద్ ఒక గట్టు ద్రపహారాం చేశాడు. 

అప్పడు శాంకరుడు ఇక యుదా్యనిన  చాల్నాంచ్చ 

చాంద్రద్వాంకతో, పట్టుప్పటుాంతో, పరవ తీ సమేతాంగా 

అరుునుడకి ఎురుగుాండా నిలబడాాడు.మళ్ళి  కడద్యమని 

గాాండీవానిన  ఎతిున్ అరుునుడు తన్ ఎుట 

సాక్షాతక రిాంచ్చన్ అరనా్నరీశవ రుడ పద్యల మీద్ 

పడ  శాంకరుని ఏమి అడగాలో మరిి పోయి కనున ల వెాంట 

నరు కారుి తూ ‘‘ఈశవ రా, జగరుకే తాంద్రడవయిన్ నపై అజా్ఞనినై బాణాలు వేశాను. న కారుణ్య ాంతో న్న 

గుాండె నిాండపోయిాంది’’ అని పరమేశవ రుని పద్యల మీద్ పడపోయాడు. అప్పడు శాంకరుడు ‘‘నకు 

పశుపతాస్తసాునిన  ఇస్తున్నన ను. మీకు ఎురులేు. రాబోయే కురుక్షేద్రత యుద్ాాంలో మీరే గెల్నచ్చ తీరుతారు. 

విజయీభవ!’’అని ఆశీరవ దిాంచాడు.ఇాంులో మన్ాం ద్రగహాంచవలసిన్ నతి ఏమిటాంటే... ఆపద్లో 

ఉన్న  సమయాంలో తగిన్ ఉపయాం చూపన్ వాడే మన్కు హరడన, భగవాంరడు తన్ భకుులకు అనేక 

పరీక్షలు పెట్టు, వాట్టలో ¯ð గ్గగినా్ప్పు డే వరాలను అనుద్రగహసాు డన, అాంతవరకూ మన్ాం కుాంగిపోకుాండా 

కాలాం పెట్టున్ పరీక్షలలో నిగాు తేలాల్న. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Author Mr. Durvasula Dakshina Murthy, (M NO D -18), is a Senior Practicing Advocate 
based at Visakhapatnam and Member of the Legal Committee of Waltair Club and can be 
reached at dmdurvasula@gmail.com 
 

సభ్యా  లందరికి న్మ స్కా  రం. మనో్ల చాలామందికి మాతృభ్యష అయిన్ తెలుగు పూరిగా  ి 

విసమ రింపబడిన్ సమయంలో మన్ క్బ  మాస పత్రిక్ సంపాదకుల సౌజన్  ి ిం తో గత 3 

నెలలుగా న్న కు తోచినే్వ వో రాసి పంపిసిని్న న్ ను. ఐతే అవి మీకు నుచ చ  తున్న న్యో, లేదో 

తెలియదు.ఖాళీ గా ఉన్న ప్పు  డు ఎదో ఒక్టి చదవడం, రాయడం చిన్న  ప్ప టినుండి అలవాటు. 

ఇలా రాసిన్ వా  ి సా లు ఇంకా చాలా వున్న న్యి. క్రోన్న  కాలం న్న కు క్లిసి వచిిు ి ంది. ఖాళీగా 

ఉండలేక్ భ్యగవతం మరోమార్జ చదువుతున్న న్ ను. భ్యగవత పఠన్మ ంటే. అమృతాన్న న్ రండు 

చేతులతోనూ తాగడమే. మీరందరూ అనుమిస ి  ి భ్యగవతం లో కొన్న న్ అదుిు తమైన్ ఘటా్ట 

లన్న  రాయా లన్న  ఉంది. ఊరికే రాయడం వలన్ ఉపయోగం ఏమంది. అలన్న డు 

అలబసా న్న  పెదదన్న ర్జ  ి లు చెపిిు న్టనాుబ " రమణి త్రతపియ దూ  ిక్ తెచిిు ఇచేిు క్ప్పు  ర విడెమ 

" లేక్పోయిన్న  ఆస్కా  దించ గలిగిన్ పాఠకోిమలు ఉంటే అంతే చాలు. మీ అభిత్రతపాయా లను 

న్న రమ మ హమాటం గా న్న  mail id (dmdurvasula@gmail.com) లేదా న్న  what's app no 

9346434348 కి పంప వలసిని్దగా త్రతపారన్ధ . మీకు న్దిుచ  న్న  నుచ  క్పోయిన్న  ఫరవాలేదు. మీ సు 

ిందన్ కోసం – Author Mr. D. Dakshina Murthy(dmdurvasula@gmail.com). 

mailto:dmdurvasula@gmail.com
mailto:dmdurvasula@gmail.com
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HOW TO ADVERTISE IN WALTAIR TIMES 

Dear Sir / Madam, 
 

Waltair Club is one of the oldest Clubs in the country with a glorious past and an enviable history of 

135 years. Right from it's inception, the Members of the Club have been the 'who's who' of the city. 

We publish an inhouse monthly journal 'Waltair Times' that reaches every single Member of the 

3,000 people and their families and friends. 
 

The Waltair Times is designed in a way that attracts readers like no other and its high quality and 

perfect size will be a benchmark that will clearly separate it from other free publications. We are 

happy to inform you that we are offering advertising space for those who want to leverage the Club 

and the magazine''s immense potential. The advertisements will have a massive target audience of 

3000 Members of the Club alone besides the crossover of families and friends. Advertisement tariffs 

are enclosed. The Advertisements may be sent to editor@waltairclub.com 
 

Should you require any further details, pleas do not hesitate to contact the undersigned. 
 

Thanking you and looking forward to welcoming you onboard Waltair Times. 
 

Kind Regards, 
Editor, Waltair Times 
 

Advertisement Tariff 
 

Location 
 

Single Issue 
Rs. 

 

3 Issues 
Rs. 

 

6 Issues 
Rs. 

 

12 Issues 
Rs. 

 

Back Cover Page Slot not available till June’ 20 
 

Back cover outside half 
 

16500 
 

33000   
 

53000 
 

79500 
 

**Back cover inside  
 

16500 
 

36000 
 

66000 
 

106000 
 

Back cover inside half 
 

9000 
 

20000 
 

33000 
 

53000 
 

***Front cover inside full 
 

20000  
 

44000 
 

66000 
 

121000 
 

Full page inside 
 

11000 
 

27000 
 

40000 
 

66000 
 

Half page inside  
 

7000 
 

17000 
 

27000 
 

40000 

**Back cover inside booked till April 2020 

***Front cover inside full booked till February 2020 
 

 

Advertisement Size Bank Details 

 

  

Width(cm) 

Full Area 

 

Height(cm) 

Full Area 

 

Width(cm) 

Print Area 

 

Height(cm) 

Print Area 

 

 

Full Page 21.5 28.5 18.5 26.5 

 

 

Half Page 21.5 14 18.5 12 

 
· GST Extra 18% 
· Cheques & DD in favour of WALTAIR CLUB. 

Beneficiary : Waltair Club 

Bank Name : State Bank of India 

Branch : Dutt Island, Siripuram 

City : Visakhapatnam-530 003. 

Account No. : 34918462054 

IFS Code No : SBIN0006846 

PAN No : AAACW1956C 

GSTIN : 37AAACW1956C1ZG 

Please send payment details UTR No. 
               to info@waltairclub.com. 

 

  

mailto:info@waltairclub.com
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AFFILIATED CLUBS 

POONA CLUB 

HERITAGE: 

With its charming stone-and-stucco portico, red-roofed 
cricket pavilion and expansive lawns ringed by some 
magnificent trees, the Poona Club has an old world 
elegance that only heritage can bequeath. 

Occupying as it does, a prime position in the heart of Pune, 
the Club’s location provides a fair indication of its 
antecedents.  Indeed it began as the place where British 
troops stationed in the city came for some recreation. 

Little is known of the Club’s beginnings, thanks in most 
measure to a devastation fire on August 29, 1945 that destroyed not only the stately Club house 
and the library, but all records, photographs or any such reference material that would assist in 
reconstructing the original structure, or the exact chronology of events that led to the evolution of 
the present day Club.  The source of the fire too is shrouded in mystery and lore, being variously 
attributed to the open fire in the kitchen and a cigar tossed carelessly by a merry tippler.  What is 
known is that the clubhouse was predominantly built of wood, and had a three-storey wedding cake 
design. 

Information gleaned in bits and pieces from a host of sources reveal hat back in the 1860s, the site 
of the present day Club as known as the Edwards Garden.  Recreation rooms, essentially for the 
use of the military garrison stationed in the city, were constructed here in the 1860s, laying the first 
foundations for a larger establishment.  Around 1880, the name of the institute was changed to 
Poona Gymkhana Club.  Gymkhana, incidentally, is an Urdu word referring to any form of sporting 
contest.  In the Indian context, it leans towards racquet games, squash and badminton in particular 
and the British nuance tips towards equestrian events especially polo and show jumping. 

The Club’s edifice is believed to have been built sometime in the year 1982.  Some years on, thirteen 
and a half acres of land, leased to the Trustees of what had come to be known as the Poona 
Assembly Rooms, at a princely annual rent of Rs 13 and twelve annas, laid the foundation for what 
is now the Poona Club.  Around 1890, the main Club and Golf Course lands were delimited from 
the Cantonment limits, and were included within the limits of the Poona Suburban Municipality. 

By the late 1880s the Club had acquired a sport air and much snob value, meant as it was, for the 
rich, the royals and high placed British officialdom.  By the time American litterateur Mark Twain 
visited Poona in 1896 (posters around the town suggest he also visited the erstwhile Poona 
Gymkhana) the Club had grown considerably in facilities, style, and stature.  It had a ground so large 
that two cricket games could be played simultaneously, numerous tennis and squash courts, two 
polo pitches and the beginnings of what is now an 18-hole golf course. 

Off-fielders could enjoy a snack in the day and a cocktail in the evening, served as they were, on 
wide, airy verandas by uniformed bearers, in the true blue tradition of the Raj. 

The bearers and the other staff were the only non-royal Indians allowed into the Club.  Royal Indians, 
with their fabulous wealth and, tending to be more British than the British, were more than welcome 

https://www.poonaclubltd.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/PC_007.jpg
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the founding fathers of the Poona Gymkhana Club were indeed the great and the good old Anglo-
India society. 

Given the flavour of the time, it bears witness that the list of founder patrons of the Poona Gymkhana 
emerges as a compilation of the Who’s Who of the 1880s: the Aga Khan, Nawab Shah Rookh Yar 
Jung Bahadur, F E Dinshaw, the Maharajas of Jodhpur and Rajpipla, the Gaikwad of Baroda, Sir 
Dorab Tata, Sir Cusrow Wadia, Sir Victor Sassoon, the Nawab of Junagadh, Sir Cowasji Jehangir, 
Sir Nusserwanji Wadia, Aga Kasim Shah, Aga Jalal M Shah, Sir Jehangir Kothari, Sir Dhanjibhoy 
Bomanji, Sir David Sassoon, CD Dady and Victor Rosenthal.  The grand Institute that such illustrious 
members of Society had established was not one to be quelled into obliteration by man-made 
travesty.  A plan was made to resurrect it, in all its past glory. 

In1953, the revivified Poona Club was inaugurated by Morarji Desai, the then Chief Minister of the 
erstwhile State of Bombay.  The Poona Club breathed again, re-kindling memories of an era that 
had Gone with the Wind. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Poona Club Ltd, one of the oldest and most prestigious clubs in the Country, has a glorious 131 
years’ history dating back to 1886. The list of founder patrons of the Poona Gymkhana was a 
compilation of the who’s who of the 1880s, the Aga Khan, Maharajas of Jodhpur and Rajpipla, The 
Gaikwad of Baroda, Sir Dorab Tata, Sir Cusrow Wadia, Sir Victor Sassoon, The Nawab of Junagad 
and a few other very highly decorated and renowned dignitaries. 

The club was registered with the Registrar of Companies on 31st August 1931 and presently has 
over 6000 Members in various categories. 

The Club spans 3 locations – the Main Club on thirteen and half acres of land, the Swimming Pool 
and Squash Court Complex on two and half acres and the Golf Course on 96 acres, all in prime 
areas in the heart of the city. 

The Club offers practically all modern sports disciplines having world class facilities like Tennis, 
Table Tennis, Badminton, Squash, Swimming Pool, Health Club as also Indoor Games like Billiards 
and snooker, Card Room, Scrabble and an extremely popular Children’s Park. In addition to a 18 
Hole Golf Course and a Cricket Ground and Pavilion, the jogging track is a spectacular walker’s 
paradise, the pride of the Club and undoubtedly one of the best in the city having varied flora and 
fauna and a lush shaded canopy.The Club also has 18 Deluxe Residential Double Rooms with 
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catering and laundry facilities. There are 3 restaurants providing choicest multi cuisines, 4 permit 
rooms, a bakery and a Club Shop for daily needs. 

We also have a library on the premises which is housed in a heritage building. Further, a total of 12 
Party Venues in varying sizes are available for hosting private parties / functions. The club also 
organizes a large number of entertainment programmes. 

We have reciprocal affiliations with 77 clubs in India and 14 international clubs. The reciprocity 
provides a huge advantage to members from clubs like yours, when they travel to Pune. 

 

 

 

   

   

https://www.poonaclubltd.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/PC_037.jpg
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         Mah-Jong Room 

        The Lounge 
  

        Cedar Lounge        Ballantine’s Bar 

               The Pub          Dario’s Trattoria          Billiards Terrace  

https://www.poonaclubltd.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/PC_090.jpg
https://www.poonaclubltd.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/PC_067.jpg
https://www.poonaclubltd.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/PC_080.jpg
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             Library               Club Shop          Cinema Hall  

         Amphi Theatre            Children Park  

 

     SoundGuru Academy  

 

 

 Location 

 
The Poona Club 6, Bund Garden Road,Pune  
Phone Numbers - 411001 +91-20-26360083  
                            +91-20-26362084 
                            +91-20-26360086 
                            +91-20-26360447 
Email -  secretary@poonaclubltd.com.  
Monday to Saturday - 10.00 am to 6.30 pm. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.poonaclubltd.com/club/club-shop/
https://www.poonaclubltd.com/club/std-rooms/
https://www.poonaclubltd.com/club/std-rooms/
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THE PRESIDENCY CLUB – CHENNAI: 
 

The Presidency Club, one of the premier Clubs in Chennai was founded in the year of 1929 and 

then on, the history of the Club has been one of progress and growth. The club is situated in the 

heart of Chennai and the privileges of the Presidency club atmosphere we enjoy today stemmed 

from a notion of friendship and solidarity. 

To this day, we hold true to our heritage and at 2500 Members, we are among the most exclusive 

Clubs in Chennai. Despite this aura of exclusivity, the membership is humbled with a strong sense 

of family and a proud desire to always engender a warm and welcoming atmosphere to all who pass 

through our gates. We represent 88 years of hospitality and camaraderie. 

 

           CATERING FACIL ITIES  
      OUTDOOR & INDOOR G AM ES  

                     THE BAR 

 

               CARDS ROOM 
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                   L IBRARY             HE ALTH CLUB & GYM 

              SWIMMING POOL             PARTY FACIL ITIES  

                GUEST HOUSE 

 

 

Location 

The Presidency Club 

Fairlawns, 

51,Ethiraj Salai, 

Chennai – 600 008 
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Phone 

+ 91-44-2822 6881 / 7, 4214 6805 

 

Email 

admn@thepresidencyclub.com 

 

Contact Person 

Mr.C.V.G.Kumar – Manager (Admin) +91 98409 65565 

Mr.S.D.Santhanam-Manager (Accounts) +91 99623 26639 

 

 

 

Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., (S-148), a Senior Practicing Chartered 

Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Waltir Times 

and can be reached at psraju@gmail.com 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

mailto:admn@thepresidencyclub.com
https://www.poonaclubltd.com/club/mah-jong-room/
https://www.poonaclubltd.com/club/mah-jong-room/
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                    TIT BITS 
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LT. GEN. JACK FARJ RAFAEL JACOB, PVSM 

– THE HERO OF BANGLADESH LIBERATION 

Lieutenant General Jack Farj Rafael Jacob, PVSM (2 May 
1921 – 13 January 2016), was an Indian Army officer. He 
was best known for the role he played in the creation of 
Bangladesh in the Bangladesh Liberation War of 1971. 
Jacob, then a major general, served as the chief of staff of 
the Indian Army's Eastern Command. During his 36-year 
long career in the army, Jacob fought in World War II and 
the Indo-Pakistani War of 1965. He later served as the 
governor of the Indian states of Goa and Punjab. 

 

 

Jacob was born in Calcutta (now Kolkata), Bengal Presidency, British India. His family were deeply 
religious Baghdadi Jews, originally from Iraq, who settled in Calcutta in the middle of the 18th 
century. Jacob's father, Elias Emanuel, was an affluent businessman. After his father became sick, 
Jacob was sent at the age of nine to Victoria School, a boarding school in Kurseong near Darjeeling. 
From then on, he went home only during school holidays. Jacob, motivated by reports of the 
Holocaust of European Jews during World War II, enlisted in the British Indian Army in 1942 as 
"Jack Frederick Ralph Jacob." His father objected to his enlisting. Jacob said in 2010, "I am proud 
to be a Jew, but am Indian through and through." 

Military career 

Jacob graduated from the Officer's Training School in Mhow in 1942, and received an emergency 
commission as a second lieutenant on 7 June. He was initially posted to northern Iraq in anticipation 
of a possible German attempt to seize the oil fields of Kirkuk, and was promoted war-substantive 
lieutenant on 7 December. 

In 1943, Jacob was transferred to an artillery brigade that was dispatched to Tunisia to reinforce 
the British Army against Field Marshal Erwin Rommel's Afrika Korps. The brigade arrived after 
the Axis surrender. From 1943 to the end of the war, Jacob's unit fought in the Burma 
Campaign against the Empire of Japan. In the wake of Japan's defeat, he was assigned to Sumatra. 

On 27 October 1945, Jacob was granted a permanent 
commission in the rank of lieutenant. After World War II, he 
attended and graduated from artillery schools in England and 
the United States, specializing in advanced artillery and 
missiles. He returned to India following its partition, and joined 
the Indian Army. On 20 May 1964, he was given command of 
an artillery brigade, with the acting rank of brigadier. During 
the Indo-Pakistani War of 1965, he commanded an infantry 
division, which later became the 12th Infantry Division, in the 
state of Rajasthan. During this period, Jacob composed an 
Indian Army manual on desert warfare.  
 

Jacob was promoted to substantive brigadier on 17 January 
1966, and received command of an infantry brigade on 30 
September. On 2 October 1967, he was promoted to the  
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acting rank of major general and was given command of an infantry division, with promotion to the 
substantive rank on 10 June 1968. On 29 April 1969, he was appointed the chief of staff, Eastern 
Command, by General Sam Manekshaw (later field marshal). Jacob's immediate superior 
was Lieutenant General Jagjit Singh Aurora, the general officer commanding-in-chief (GOC-in-C) of 
the Eastern Command. Jacob was soon tasked with dealing with the mounting insurgency in 
Northeast India. 

Bangladesh War 

 

A. K. Niazi signing the instrument of surrender under the gaze of J. S. Aurora. Standing 
immediately behind (L-R) Nilkanta Krishnan, Hari Chand Dewan, Sagat Singh, Jacob (with. 
Krishnamurthy peeping over his shoulder. Newscaster, Surajit Sen of All India Radio, is seen 
holding a microphone on the right. 

Jacob gained prominence during his stint as the chief of staff of the Eastern Command; the 
command helped to defeat the Pakistan Army in East Pakistan during the 1971 Bangladesh 
Liberation War. Jacob was awarded a commendation of merit for his role.  

In March 1971, the Pakistan Army launched Operation 
Searchlight to stem the Bengali nationalist movement 
in East Pakistan. The action led to over 10 million 
refugees entering India, fuelling tensions between India 
and Pakistan. By the monsoon season Jacob—as chief 
of staff—was tasked with drawing the contingency 
plans in case of a conflict. After consulting with his 
superior officers, Jacob developed a plan for 
engaging Pakistan in a "war of movement" in the 
difficult and swampy terrain of East Pakistan.  

 

An initial plan, given to the Eastern Command by Manekshaw, involved an incursion into East 
Pakistan and the capture of the provinces of Chittagong and Khulna. 
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Pakistan - Bangladesh Civil War June 1971; A large area of East Pakistan territory is under the 
control of the Bangladesh Freedom Fighters. These pictures were taken on patrol with an 
operational unit whose camp is in the Jungle just inside the Indian border.;Our Picture Shows: 
Troops in camp training before going out on operations.   

Senior Indian Army officers were reluctant to 
execute an aggressive invasion for fears of early 
ceasefire demands by the United Nations and a 
looming threat posed by China.] That, together 
with the difficulty of navigating the marshy terrain 
of East Pakistan through three wide rivers, led the 
commanders to initially believe that the capture of 
all of East Pakistan was not possible. Jacob 
disagreed; his "war of movement" plan aimed to 
take control of all of East Pakistan. Jacob felt that 
the capital Dhaka was the geopolitical center of 
the region, and that any successful campaign had 

 

 

to involve the eventual capture of Dhaka. Realizing that the Pakistani Army's commander of 
its eastern command, A. A. K. Niazi, was going to fortify the towns and "defend them in strength", 
his plan was to bypass intermediary towns altogether, neutralize Pakistan's command and 
communication infrastructure, and use secondary routes reach Dhaka. Jacob's plan was 
eventually approved by the Eastern Command.  

The strategy eventually led to the capture of Dhaka. The Pakistani forces were selectively by 
passed, their communication centers were captured and secured, and their command and control 
capabilities were destroyed. His campaign was planned for execution in three weeks, but was 
executed in under a fortnight. 

 

Dhaka, Bangladesh, 21st Nov, 2015. Ganajagaran Mancha activists celebrate at Shahbagh in 
Dhaka after the executions of BNP leader Salauddin Quader Chowdhury and Jamaat leader Ali 
Ahsan Mohammad Mujahid for 1971 war crimes in the wee hours of Sunday. 

 

Jacob understood that a protracted war would not be in India's best 
interests. On 16 December, during a lull in the battle, Jacob sought 
permission to visit Niazi to seek his surrender. He flew to Dhaka and 
obtained an unconditional surrender from Niazi, who later accused 
Jacob of blackmailing him into the surrender by threatening to order 
the annihilation of Pakistani troops in the east by bombing. The war 
was a significant victory for India, with nearly ninety thousand Pakistani 
soldiers surrendering to the Indian Army. Dhaka fell, despite that, there 
were more than twenty-six thousand Pakistani soldiers in the city and 
only three thousand Indian soldiers in the immediate area. 

A study of the campaign by Pakistan's National Defense College 
concluded that "the credit really goes to Jacob's meticulous 
preparations in the Indian eastern command and to the 
implementation by his corps commanders."  
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According to the website Bharat Rakshak, Jacob had repeatedly asserted that the Bangladesh war 
was only successful because of his own efforts rather than those of Field Marshal Manekshaw or 
the GOC-in-C of Eastern Command, Lieutenant General Aurora. 

 

Later military career and retirement 

On 17 June 1972, Jacob was promoted to acting lieutenant-general and was appointed a corps 
commander, with promotion to substantive lieutenant-general on 5 August 1973. His final 
appointment was as GOC-in-C, Eastern Command, which he held from 1974 until 31 July 1978, 
when he retired from the Army following 36 years of service and having reached the mandatory 
retirement age.  

 

Post-retirement life and political career 

Following his retirement from the army, Jacob entered a career in business. He was appointed as 
governor of the state of Goa in 1998, and later served as governor of Punjab from 1999 to 2003.  

 

He was appointed as the governor of Goa and later appointed the governor of Punjab. He was a 
supporter of improved India–Israel relations with which India has had formal diplomatic relations 
since 1992.  

 

He supported the purchase and trade of military equipment and technology from Israel by India, 
particularly the purchase of Israeli Arrow missiles, which he preferred over the U.S-made Patriot 
missiles on account of the Arrows' ability to intercept enemy missiles at higher altitudes.  

 

He remained cautious about relations between India and Pakistan in light of the Pakistani media's 
suggesting that military and intelligence co-operation between Israel and India, which they called a 
"Zionist threat" on Pakistan's borders.  

 

India has been attacked several times by Pakistan. We cannot take risks, and be unprepared for a 
surprise attack. India should be prepared for both Pakistan and China. Therefore, there is a need 
for anti-missile missiles. Due to the Pakistani danger and the threat of launch of missiles with nuclear 
warheads.  

 

He was also positive about India's recent economic growth and the capabilities of the young Indian 
generation. He said: 

 

As a Country, we are at the threshold of an economic explosion and, hence, at this moment, 
empowerment means most to those who hold the key to the future. I talk of the younger generation. 
Sound economic and strategic planning will bring about this change. Unfortunately, since our 
prosperity comes in bursts, good governance, in the form of dedicated politicians and bureaucrats, 
is essential to usher any changes.  

 

Death 

On 13 January 2016, at around 8.30 am local time, Jacob died at New Delhi's Army Research and 
Referral Hospital due to pneumonia. He was laid to rest the following day in Delhi's Jewish 
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cemetery on Humayun Road. His funeral was attended by India's defense minister, information 
minister, and foreign delegations. 

 

In April 2019, Israel honored Jacob with a commemorative plaque on the Ammunition Hill Wall of 
Honor. 

 
 

Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., (S-148), a Senior Practicing Chartered 
Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Waltair Times 
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WORLD WAR II INCIDENT 

 
During World War II, numerous fighter planes were getting hit by anti-aircraft guns. Air Force officers 
wanted to add some protective armor/shield to the planes. The question was "where"? The planes 
could only support few more kilos of weight. A group of mathematicians and engineers were called 
for a short consulting project. 
 
Fighter planes returning from missions were analysed for bullet holes per square foot. They found 
1.93 bullet holes/sq. foot near the tail of the planes whereas only 1.11 bullet holes/sq. foot close to 
the engine. The Air Force officers thought that since the tail portion had the greatest density of 
bullets, that would be the logical location for putting an anti-bullet shield. 
 
A mathematician named Abraham Wald said exactly the opposite; more protection is needed where 
the bullet holes aren't - that is -around the engines. His judgement surprised everyone.  He said ,We 
are counting the planes that returned from a mission. Planes with lots of bullet holes in the engine 
did not return at all. 
 
*Debrief* 
 
If you go to the recovery room at the hospital, you’ll see a lot more people with bullet holes in their 
legs than people with bullet holes in their chests.  That’s not because people don’t get shot in the 
chest; it’s because the people who get shot in the chest don’t recover. Remember the words of 
Einstein - Not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything  thatcanbecounted,counts. 
 
Source: From the book -*How Not To Be Wrong*, by Jordan Ellenberg. Count how safe we are at 
home. After relaxations of lockdown, remember our engines will be exposed. 

 
Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., (S-148), a Senior Practicing Chartered 
Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Waltair Times 
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NAUGHTY------ 

I'm going to live forever, or die trying !!!!!!!…I also believe that… 

if you feel otherwise, you may want to exit now…. A student essay stated: "The girl tumbled down 

the stairs and lay prostitute at the bottom." In the margin of the paper, the professor commented: 

"My dear sir, you must learn to distinguish between a fallen woman and one who has merely 

slipped." The play’s author insisted that the theatre let grossly obese people in for free. He wanted 

his work to be seen by a much wider audience! Innkeeper: "The room is $15. a night. It's $5. if you 

make your own bed." Guest: "I'll make my own bed. Innkeeper: "Good. I'll get you some nails and 

some wood."  

At the Bike Shop…Nearing 40 and woefully out of shape, I resolved to buy a bicycle and begin an 

exercise regimen. As I browsed in the bike shop, a young, athletic-looking clerk approached. "What 

do you have for a fat old lady with a big, tender posterior who hasn't ridden in years?" I asked. He 

didn't even blink. "Well, why don't you bring her in, and we'll see what we can do," he said, clinching 

the sale. Men join clubs for the same reason they once carried them. Security. Did you hear about 

the politically correct country club? They no longer refer to their golfers as having 

handicaps…instead they're "stroke challenged" When you're feeling low don't be surprised when 

your date slaps you! 

The day I started my construction job, I was in the office filling out an employee form when I came 

to the section that asked: Single, Married, Divorced. I marked single. Glancing at the man next to 

me, who was also filling out his form, I noticed he hadn't marked any of the blanks. Instead he had 

written, 'Yes, in that order.' 

It was long time ago, but I still remember my wife accusing me of chasing anything with a skirt. 

Equably, I pointed out the inaccuracies of her accusation, to wit: I did not chase Scotsmen…and 

there were many hot women who wore pants. 

These reversing cameras are great. Since I got one I haven't looked back. I went to a bookstore and 

asked the saleswoman, "Where's the self-help section?" She said if she told me, it would defeat the 

purpose. I was in Baskin Robbins and asked the waitress for a hot fudge sundae with extra hot 

fudge. 

The girl replied, "I’m sorry, sir, but the hot fudge comes in only one temperature." 

To get rid of an itch, you have to start from scratch. (Barbara Noel) 

The author of the book "Joy of Sex" died after a series of strokes! 

“You name it, we’ll make it!” Was the big sign outside the new restaurant on 13th Avenue. “There is 

no food we can’t make for you!” 

“Excuse me sir”, said a man with a heavy Russian accent to the waiter, “I would like please, A 

Garden Salad with Russian dressing.” “RUSSIAN DRESSING?!" Screamed the head cook, “I’VE 
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NEVER EVEN HEARD OF RUSSIAN DRESSING! WHAT ARE WE GOING TO GIVE THIS GUY?" 

“Don’t worry,” said the owner to the cook, “I’ll take care of everything, you just make the salad.” 

Two minutes later the waiter walked out with a big Garden Salad and a picture of a Russian man 

putting on his pants.The prof was telling his early morning class, "I've found that the best way to 

start the day is to exercise for five minutes,take a deep breath of air, and then finish with a cold 

shower. Then I feel rosy all over." A sleepy voice from the back of the room said, "Tell us more about 

Rosy." My father is Welsh and my mother is Hungarian. That makes me well-hung. provide 

references for former employees by companies considering hiring them. 

On one firm's form was the question: "Was this person a steady worker?" 

Since the guy was a well-known do-nothing, I entered, "Not just steady, but motionless" in the space 

provided. Imagine what the world would sound like if the inventor of the telephone had been 

Alexander Graham Siren. 
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SIR ARTHUR COTTON – OUR GOD: 
Sir Arthur Cotton’s statue in Hyderabad. 
Arthur Cotton was born on 15th May 1803 as tenth son to Mr. and Mrs. 

Henry Calvely Cotton. He was one of eleven brothers, who lived honorable 

lives through all the vicissitudes of their different careers. At the age of 15 

i.e., in 1818 Cotton joined as a cadet for Military at Addiscombe where 

cadets for Artillery and Engineering Service of East Indian Company 

received training. He was appointed to the Royal Engineers as Second 

Lieutenant in the year 1819. Lieutenant Cotton started his career with 

ordinance survey in Wales in January 1820 where he received a high 

praises for his admirable reports. 

Sir Arthur Cotton after return from Burma, Cotton has conducted marine 
survey of Pamban passage between India and Ceylon. Cotton was promoted to the rank of "Captain" 
in the year 1828 and was in charge of Investigation for Cauveri Scheme. The Cauveri Anicut was 
successful and paved the way for great projects on Godavari and Krishna Rivers. In the year 1844 
Cotton recommended the construction of "Anicut" with Channels, Embankments, and roads of 
Godavari Delta, prepared plans for Visakhapatnam port. In the Year 1847 the work on Godavari 
Anicut was started.  
 
In the Year 1848 he proceeded to Australia due to ill health and handed over the charge to Captain 
Orr. In the year 1850 returned to India and promoted as Colonel. Cotton made best use of local 
materials, that he had in the shape of Hydraulic lime, good stone, and excellent teak available in the 
neighborhood. He succeeded in completing the magnificent project on Godavari river at 
Dowleswaram in the year 1852. In the same year work on Gannavaram Aqueduct was also 
commenced. 
Sir Arthur Cotton after completing the Godavari Anicut 
Cotton shifted his attention to the construction of 
Aqueduct on Krishna River. The project was sanctioned 
in the year 1851 and completed by 1855. After 
completing the Krishna and Godavari Anicuts, Cotton 
envisaged of storages of Krishna and Godavari rivers. 
In the year 1858 Cotton came up with still more 
ambitious proposals connecting almost all major rivers 
of India and suggested drought relief measures in 
Orissa and interlinking of canals and rivers. 
Sir Arthur Cotton Barrage in Rajamahendravaram on River Godavari 
 
His work in India was so much appreciated and honored with K.C.S.I (Knight Commander of 
Supreme India) in the year 1877.The Spiritual solace strengthened and comforted him until the very 
end of his earthly mission i.e. the 24th of July 1899 at the age of 96 years. 
 
In India due to outstanding and pioneer achievements of SIR ARTHUR COTTON, his name is 
enshrined in the hearts of the people forever and the new Barrage constructed across River 
Godavari Upstream side of the Anicut was also named after "SIR ARTHUR COTTON" and dedicated 
to the Nation by the Hon'ble Prime Minister of India in the year 1982. 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rajamahendravaram
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Godavari
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When he was 18 (i.e., 1821) he was appointed for service in India and attached to the Chief Engineer 
to Madras initially and later appointed as an Assistant Engineer to Superintending Engineer of Tank 
Department, Southern Division from 1822 to 1824. Cotton spent partly in the Irrigation Tank 
Department and partly in Military duties in Burma. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           Sir Arthur Cotton, Aged 94. 
 
 
Arthur Cotton was retired from the service in the year 1860 and was knighted in the year 1861 and 
left India. In the year 1862 and 1863 visited India and offered advice on some river valley projects. 
His work in India was so much appreciated and honoured with K.C.S.I (Knight Commander of 
Supreme India) in the year 1877.The Spiritual solace strengthened and comforted him until the very 
end of his earthly mission i.e. the 24th of July 1899 at the age of 96 years. 
 
 
 
 
Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., (S-148), a Senior Practicing Chartered 
Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Waltir Times 
and can be reached at psraju@gmail.com 
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Staying Strong through the Lockdown 
 
                                                          
                                                                       
 
                                                                  
                                                                      By Deepthi Rathi (M.No: D-116) 

 
We're in Lockdown 4.0 and it's been a long two months! These two months have definitely turned 
our lives upside down. From busy schedules to having time to do all the nothing we want, from 
juggling too many things to struggling to keep up with just one, from having no time to spend with 
our loved ones to spending all your time with them, lockdown has brought major changes into our 
lives - some good, some bad.  
 

For most, the lockdown has definitely been 
a struggle. It was difficult to understand how 
and why things changed, and it was even 
more difficult to get used to the change. The 
threat of Co-Vid coupled with financial 
uncertainty, not to mention the sudden 
overload of domestic chores took some 
getting used to. However, we have now 
started noticing some positive changes. 
People have found ways to beat the 
isolation. They have started to reconnect 
online with friends and family - over 

WhatsApp and Zoom calls. They have started celebrating birthdays and anniversaries virtually. They 
have let work take a backseat for sometime and are simply enjoying embracing their creativity - 
whether it be in cooking, artwork or writing. They have found a way to both work from home and 
spend quality time with their families. People have become more accommodating and 
understanding. They have become more helpful and compassionate. Everyone has found their own 
way to adjust to the new world order and yet 
find ways to do the things they enjoy the most.  
However, for some, lockdown has been a 
different kind of struggle. Over the years, we 
have essentially internalised the concepts of 
inserting competitiveness and productivity into 
every situation. There were a lot of messages 
and forwards doing rounds that now is the time 
to start working on all those things you said 
you didn't have time to do, and if you came out 
of the lockdown without having formulated an 
efficient plan to lead the rest of your life or 
without learning a new skill, you would 
probably never end up doing it ever.  
 
Mid adult woman on phone with laptop at dining table, son using digital tablet, role model, working .. 
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What we did not realise was that lockdown actually 
gave us an opportunity to give up exactly this kind 
of attitude that has had us running the "rat race" for 
most of our lives. It is a time to stop, take a break 
and just focus on yourself. It has definitely been an 
emotionally exhausting experience, full of fear and 
uncertainty. We have been bound indoors, deprived 
of being productive and having a sense of 
achievement, and are facing the prospect of living 
at least the next couple of years of our lives under 
some sort of restrictions. These prospects for the 
future are not easy to process. And some have not coped as well as they would have hoped. 

 
 
 
Left: A Gudi arrangement is used to ward off evil 
and invite prosperity into a house during the 
Marathi new year. It's usually created with neem 
leaves and a colorful flag, but curry leaves are used 
here, because that's what was available. Right: A 
parakeet in midflight. 
 
 
 
 

These are difficult times. And everyone has their own way of adapting to them. Of course, it doesn't 
help that social media is flooded with images of people doing productive things in lockdown, with 
others who aren't in a position to do so going further and further into despair that they haven't been 
able to make good use of this time. But let me remind you. This is not a time to try and outdo the 
person next to you. This is not a time to try and do something you don't enjoy just because the rest 
of the world is doing it. If you are struggling to get through this lockdown, remember a lot of others 
are too, even though they might not show it. This is a time for you to remember to take each day as 
it comes and get through it in whatever way you find best. Some days will be good, some days will 
be bad. Some days you will get inspiration and have a plethora of ideas, and other days you will find 
it difficult to just get up from bed. It is okay. These are unprecedented circumstances which are 
testing your mental and physical strength and it is okay if today, you break down. Just know that you 
have another chance at it tomorrow. Don't push yourself too hard. In some ways, it is nature's way 
of telling us to slow down and find happiness in the little things.  
 
So don't get too worked up if things don't go your way, don't worry if it seems as if all is lost, just 
remember that it is not what you achieve during this time that is important. It is more important to 
get through this time and come out on the other side with the determination and the strength to face 
the world again. Hopefully this will be the last lockdown and things will slowly start getting back to 
normal, but let us not forget what we have learnt. Life is not about walking on the road to excellence, 
it is just about making sure that you make the best out of every situation you face, and manage to 
cross the bridge to the other side. If you have made it through this phase, whether you are armed 
with a new skill set or otherwise, you are a winner already - and don't forget it!!! 
 
The Author Mrs. Deepthi Rathi (M. No: D-116) a Senior Lady Member of the Waltair Club and 
is a Member of the Editorial Board, Walatir times and can be reached at 
deepthi.rathi@gmail.com. 
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GANDHI MARG - MAHATMA’S 

THOUGHTS 

                                  

 

 

                                                    By Mr. Bhupala Reddy Mora, IRS., 

                              
"Untouchability is a sin against God and man " "It is like s poison slowly eating into the very vitals of 
Hinduism" "It has no sanction whatsoever in the Hindu Sastras taken as a whole" "Woman is the 
incarnation of Ahimsa. Ahimsa means infinite love, which again means infinite capacity for suffering" 
"If by strength is meant brute strength, then indeed is woman less brute than man. If by strength is 
meant moral power, then woman is immeasurably man 's superior"  
 
"Not until we have reduced ourselves to nothingness, can we conquer the evil in us" "It's when the 
horizon is the darkest and human reason is beaten to the ground, that faith shines brightest and 
comes to our rescue " "A merely intellectual conception of the things of  life is not enough . It's the 
spiritual conception which eludes the intellect, and which alone can give satisfaction. "Capital as 
such is not evil; it is the wrong use that is evil " "Let not possession of wealth be synonymous with 
degradation, vice and profligacy "  
 
"Khadi to me is the symbol of unity of Indian humanity, of its economic freedom and equality and 
therefore, ultimately, .the livery of India's freedom " "the khadi mentality means decentralization of 
the production and distribution of the necessities of life" "Heavy industries will necessarily be 
centralized and nationalized " "The Swaraj of my dreams is the poor man s Swaraj" "Complete 
Independence is when the masses feel that they can improve their lot, by their own effort and can 
shape their destiny the way they like."  
 
"Birth and observance of forms cannot determine one's superiority and inferiority " "Character is the 
only determining factor" "no scripture which labels a human being as inferior or untouchable because 
of his or her birth can command our allegiance ; " All that is printed in the name of scriptures, need 
not be taken as the word of God" "Everyone can't decide what is good and authentic,  and what's 
bad and interpolated " "There should, therefore, be some authoritative body that would revise all 
that passes under the name of scriptures, expurgate all the texts that have no moral value, or are 
contrary to the fundamentals of religion and moral,  and present such an edition for the guidance of 
Hindus" " I have no special revelation of God 's will."  
 
" My firm belief is that, He reveals himself daily to every human being, but we shut our ears to the 
"still small voice" "Having made a ceaseless effort to attain self- purification, I have developed dome 
little capacity to hear correctly  and clearly the  " still small voice" within." "Generations to come, it 
may be, will scarce believe that such a one as this, ever in flesh and blood walked upon this earth 
"Albert Einstein " I believe that prayer is the very soul and essence of religion. 
 
" The man of prayer will be at peace with himself and with the whole world: " I agree that, if a man 
could practice the presence of God all the 24 hours, there would be no need for a separate time for 
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prayer" "The complete withdrawal of mind...though only for a  few minutes every day, will be of 
infinite use "It was a tribute to the man. , who founded the modern tradition of non'-violent action for 
change, Mahatma Gandhi whose life taught and inspired me" *His Holiness Dalai Lama  in 1989 
while accepting. Nobel Peace Prize in Oslo* *Buddha Jayanthi Greetings-* "Marriage must cease to 
be a matter of arrangement made by parents for money" "Parents shouldn't hesitate to travel outside 
their little castes and provinces, to secure true gallant young men for their daughters"  
 
"I am a humble servant of India and in trying to serve India, I serve humanity at large" "Through 
realization of freedom of India, I hope to realize and carry on, the mission of the brotherhood of 
man." " I reject that patriotism which seeks to mount upon the distress or the exploitation of other 
nationalities" "God has endowed us with intellect and the faculty of discrimination between good and 
evil." "Let's fear God and we shall cease to fear man " "He who loses himself finds God" "Spirituality 
is not a matter of knowing scriptures and engaging in philosophical discussions."  
 
"It's a matter of heart culture, of immeasurable strength." "The highest moral law is that we should 
unremittingly work for the good of mankind. " "It's better to allow our lives to speak for us than our 
words" "Faith has to be lived and then it becomes self-propagating." "If we return good for good, it 
carries no merit." "Return good for evil, it becomes a redeeming force. The evil ceases before the 
good." "Joy lies... in the fight, ...in the attempt in the suffering involved but not in the victory itself” 
"Happiness after all is a mental state." "Learn to detach happiness from surroundings. “Without rule 
over self, there can be no Swaraj or Ram Raj"  
 
"Great causes cannot be served by intellectual equipment alone, they call for spiritual effort or soul-
force" "Man's happiness really lies in contentment. “The moment he wants to multiply his daily wants, 
he falls from the pursuit of the ideal of *plain living and high thinking" Vows of a Satyagrahi* - Truth-
Celibacy - Non-violence - Non stealing - Non-possession - Control of palate - Dedication to people. 
*Ram-Nam.* “The seven year old *Mohan Das*  who was afraid to go out in the dark, started saying” 
Ram - Nam" to ward off his fear, could attain fearlessness through that very *Ram-Nam.  
 
Mahatma breathed his last, uttering the words *Hey Ram* "Gandhi was probably the first person in 
history to lift the love ethic of Jesus, above mere interaction between individuals to a powerful and 
effective social force on a large scale" Marten Luther king Jr-* "Woman is the incarnation of Ahimsa."  
  
"Ahimsa means infinite love, which again means infinite capacity for suffering" "What can beat the 

suffering caused by pangs of labor, which she forgets in the joy of creation" "Purity of personal life 

is the one indispensable condition for building of sound Education." "The end of all knowledge must 

be building up of character" "There is a fundamental unity moving amidst the endless variety that 

we see in all regions, viz. Truth and Innocence (literally to mean non-killing and non-violence)" 

"Untruthfulness, un charitableness, violence, sensuality- all these things are strangers to any Faith" 

*-Bhagavat Gita* proclaims it in almost every verse -Teaching of. *Sermon on the Mount* ..sums up 

to the same - Reading of *Quran* leads to same conclusion 

 
 
Contributed by Mr. Bhupal Reddy Mora, IRS., Principal Commissioner of Income Tax, 
Hyderabad and President, Mahatma Gandhi Charitable Trust, Chityal Town of Nalgonda 
District, Telangana State and can be reached at bhupalreddy.mora@yahoo.co.in 
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MAHARANA PRATAP - HERO FOR 

VIETNAM 

 
5 నిమిషాలు వెచ్చ ించ్ ఖచ్చ తింగా చదవిండి... ప్రరించింలోని చ్న్ దేశాలలో వియత్న ిం ఒకటి. 

ప్రరించింలో అతయ ింత బలశాలి అయిన అమెరికా తలని వించ్ింది. కనీసిం 20 సింవతస రాలు సాగిన 

యుదదింలో ఆఖరికి అమెరికాని ఓడిించ్ింది. అమెరికా మీద 

విజయిం తరువాత వియత్న ిం అదయ క్షుడికి ఒక విలేకరి ఒక ప్రశ్న  

అడిగాడు. విలేకరి: ఇరప టికీ అర్ధింకాన విషయమేమిటింటే, 

అమెరికాని ఓడిించ్ యుదదింలో ఎలా గెలిచారు. ఆ విలేకరి అడిగిన 

ప్రశ్న కి సమాధానిం విని మనిం చాలా గర్వ ింగ ఫీల్ అవుత్ిం. 

అనీన  దేశాలలోకెలల శ్కిశిాలి అయిన అమెరికాని ఓడిించడానికి 

నేను మహామహుడ, ప్ేషటమైన దేశ్భకిగిల భార్తీయ రాజు 

చరిప్తను చదివాను. అతని జీవనింనుిండి ప్ేర్ణపింది 

యుదదనీతి, ఇతర్ప్త్ ప్రయోగాలతో మేము యుదదింలో గెలిచాము. 

ఎవరా భార్తీయ మహారాజు? వియత్న ిం అదయ క్షుడు నలబడి 

గర్వ ింతో ఇలా సమాధానిం చెప్పప డు. ”అతడే రాజసిాన్లలని మేవాడ్ 

మహారాజు రాణా ప్రత్ప్ సింహ్” మహారాణా ప్రత్ప్ సింహ్ ేరు 

చెప్పప టప్పప డు అతని కళ్ళ లో వీర్తవ ిం నిిండి వలుగు ఉనన ది.  

అలాగే ఇలా అన్నన డు “ఒకవేళ్ అలాింటి రాజు మా దేశ్ింలో 

జనిమ ించ్ ఉింటే మేము ఈ ప్రరించానేన  జయిించేవార్ిం.” కొనిన  

రోజుల తరువాత వియత్న ిం అధ్య క్షుడు చనిపోయాడు అయితే 

అతని సమాధి మీద ఇలా రాశి ఉింది “ఇది మహారాణా ప్రత్ప్ 

యొకక  శిష్యయ డిది” అని రాస ప్పట్టట రు. కాలాింతర్ింలో వియత్న ిం విదేశాింగమింప్తి భార్త రర్య టనకి 

వచాచ డు.మహామహుల ప్శ్ద్ధ ింజలి ఘటిించడానికి మొదట గాింధీ సమాధిఅతనికి చూపించారు.ఆ 

తరువాత ఎప్ర్కోట,ఇింకా, ఇింకా ఇలా చూపించారు. ఇవనీన  చూపించేటప్పప డు ఆ విదేశాింగమింప్తి 

ఇలా అన్నన డు.“ మహారాణా ప్రత్ప్ సమాధి ఎకక డ?”. ఇవనీన  చూపసి్తనన  భార్త అధికారి అతని 

ప్రశ్న కి ఆశ్చ ర్య పోయి ఉదయపూరోల ఉనన దని చెప్పప డు. 

విదేశాింగమింప్తి అకక డనుిండి ఉదయ్ పూర్ వెళ్ళళ  సమాధిని 

దరిశ ించ్ అకక డనుిండి పడికెడు మటిటని తీస్తకొని అతని 

బ్యయ గ్ లో ప్పట్టటకున్నన డు. ఇది చూసన భార్త అధికారి 

మటిటని బ్యయ గ్ లో ప్పట్టటకోవడానికి కార్ణిం అడిగాడు.”ఇదే 

మటిట దేశ్భకిులై వీర్ప్పప్ులను కనన ది, ఈ మటిటని తీస్తకెళ్ళల 

మాదేశ్ిం మటిటలోకలుప్పత్. మా దేశ్ింలో కూడా ఇలాింటి 

రాజు ప్ేర్ణతో దేశ్భకిులు జనిమ సిారు. మహారాణా ఈ దేశ్మే 

కాదు ప్రరించమే గరివ ించదగ గ రాజు” అని అన్నన డు. 
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Kumbhalgarh fortress, Kingdom of Mewar in 
Rajasthan  
 
India, is birthplace of 15th century King Maharana 
Pratap 

 
 

మహారాణా ప్రత్ప్ సింహ్ గురిించ్న సమాచార్ిం... ేరు-కుింవర్ ప్రత్ప్ జి (శ్ర ీమహారాణా ప్రత్ప్ 

సింహ్) జనమ దినిం-9 మే,1540 జనమ భూమి-రాజసాాన్ కుింబల్ ఘడుప ణయ తిది-29 జనవరి,1597 తింప్డి – 

మహారాణా ఉదయ్ సింహ్ జి తలిల-రాణి జీవత్ కాింవర్ జి రాజయ  సీమ-మేవాడ్ శాసన కాలిం -1568-1597 

(29 సింవతస రాలు) వింశ్ిం –సూర్య వింశ్ింరాజవింశ్ిం-ససోడియ రాజప్పప్ులు ధారిమ కిం-హిందూధ్ర్మ ిం 

ప్రసదధ యుదదిం- హలిద ఘాట యుదదింరాజధాని - ఉదయ్ పూర్ ఇింకా తెలుస్తకోవాలిస నవి-శ్ర ీమహారాణా 

ప్రత్ప్ దగ గర్ అతయ ింత ఇషటమైన గుప్ర్ిం ఉిండేది. ద్ని ేరు “చేతక్”.అప్బహాిం లిింకన్ భార్తరర్య టన 

నిమితిిం భార్త్ కి వచేచ టప్పప డు తన తలిలని భార్త్ నుిండి ఏమి తీస్తకొనిరావాలి అని అడిగాడట. 

ద్నికి అతని తలిల “రాజసాాన్లలని మేవాడ్ నుిండి పడికెడు మటిట తీస్తకొనిరా, అకక డి రాజు ఎింత 

విశ్వ సప్పప్ుడగా ఉిండేవాడు అింటే సగిం భార్త్ ను ఇసిా అని ప్రలోభప్పటిటన్న తన రాజయ  స్తఖ శాింతి 

ప్రయోజన్నలనే కోరుకొని తన మాతృభూమినే కోరుకున్నన డు” అని చెపప ిందట. కానీ కొనిన  కార్ణాల 

రీత్య  అతని రర్య టన ర్దుద అయియ ింది. ఈ విషయాలు “బుక్ ఆఫ్ ప్ప్పసడింట్ యు ఎస్ ఏ”లో 

చదువొచ్చచ . *మహారాణా ప్రత్ర సింహ్ యొకక  ఈటె 80 కిలోలు ఉింట్టింది. చేతి కవచిం,శ్రీర్ కవచిం 

కలిస మరొక 80 కిలోలు ఉింట్టయి. అతని చేతిలోని కతితిో కలిప మొతిిం 207 కిలోలు ఉింట్టయి. 

ఇరప టికీ ఇవనీన  ఉదయ్ పూర్ రాజవింశ్సి్తల సింప్గహణాలయింలో ఉన్నన యి. డిల్లల బ్యదా్హ్ 

అయినట్టవింటి అకబ ర్ మహారాణా ప్రత్ప్ ని ఒకసారి తల దిించ్ న్న కాళ్ళ  మీద రడితే సగిం 

హిందూసాానిక  రాజుని చేసిా అని ప్రలోభప్పట్టటడు కానీ మహారాణా ప్రత్ప్ ద్నిన  ుచఛ మైనదిగా 

తిర్సక రిించాడు. *హలిదఘాట్ యుదదింలో మేవాడ్ సైనయ ిం 20000 సైనికులతో ఉింటే అకబ ర్ సైనయ ిం 

85000 సైనికులతో సమీకరిించబడాయి. మహారాణా ప్రత్ప్ ఇషటమైన గుప్ర్ింకి తన త్య గానికి గురిుగాఒక 

గుడిని కూడా కట్టట రు , ఆ గుడి ఇరప టికీ స్తర్క్షితింగా ఉింది. *మహారాణా యుదదింలో తన అభేదయ మైన 

దుర్గిం లను వదులు కునన రప టినుిండి కింసాలి వాళ్ళళ  వేల సింఖయ లో వాళ్ళ  ఇళ్లను వదిలి రాణా కోసిం 

ఆయుధాలు తయారు చేసేవారు. వాళ్ల దేశ్ భకికిి తల వించ్ ప్రణమిలులద్ిం. హలిద ఘాట్ యుదదిం జరిగి 

300 సింవతస రాల తరువాత కూడా అకక డి నేలలో కుిలు లభించాయి. చ్వరి సారిగా 1985 లో ఒక 

ఆయుధ్ిం దొరికిింది. *మహారాణా ప్రత్ప్ సింహ్ దగ గర్ యుదద శిక్షణ శ్ర ీజైమల్ మేడతీయ ఇచేచ వాడు. 

8000 మింది రాజప్పప్ుల వీరులతో కలిస 60000 మింది మొఘలులతో యుదదిం చేశారు. ఆ 

ఆయుదదింలో 48000 మింది చనిపోయారు. ఇిందులో 8000 మింది రాజప్పప్ులు 40000 మింది 

మొఘలులు.*  
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మహారాణా ప్రత్ప్ సింహచ నిపోయాక అకబ ర్ కూడా కనీన ళ్ళల  

ప్పట్టటకున్నన డట. * హలిద ఘాట్ యుదదింలో మేవాడ్ భీల్ అనే 

ఆదివాసీలు వారి యొకక  అభేదయ మైన బ్యణాలతో 

మొఘలులతో పోరాడారు.  వాళ్ళళ  మహారాణాన వారి 

ప్పప్ుడిగా భావిించేవారు. మహారాణా కూడా వారిరటల 

భేదభావిం చూపించేవారు కాదు. ఇరప టికీ మేవాడ్ 

రాజచ్హన ిం లో ఒకరకక  రాజపూత్ మరొక రకక  భీల్ 

ఉింట్టరు. * రాణా గుప్ర్ిం అయిన చేతక్ మహారాణాను 26 

అడుగుల కిందకానిన  దుమికి ద్టిించ్ అది ద్టిన తరువాత 

చనిపోయిింది. అింతకింటే ముిందే ద్నికి ముిందరి ఒక కాలు 

విరిగి ఉనన రప టికి ఆ కిందకానిన  దుమికిింది. అది 

ఎకక డైయతే చనిపోయిిందో అకక డే ఒక చ్ింత చెట్టట 

ప్పరిగిింది. అదే ప్రదేశ్ింలో ద్ని గౌర్వార్ దిం చేతక్ మిందిర్ిం 

కట్టట రు. *చేతక్ ఎింత బలమైనదింటే ఎదుట ఏనుగుమీద 

ఉనన  సైనికుణి ి అిందుకోవట్టనికి అింత ఎుిలో గాలిలో 

ఎగిరేది. అది కూడా మహారాణాతో ప్పట్టగా. *మహారాణా 

చనిపోవడానికి ముిందు త్ను కోలోప యిన వాటిలో 85% తిరిగి 

గెలుచ కున్నన డు. *శ్ర ీమహారాణా ప్రత్ప్ యొకక  బరువు 110 కిలోలుమరియు అతని పడవు 7’5’’. 

ఇరువైప్పల ద్రు ఉనన ట్టవింటి కతి,ి 80 కిలోల ఈటె తనతో ఉించ్చకునే వాడు. *మిప్ులారా మహారాణా 

ప్రత్ప్ ,అతని గుప్ర్ిం గురిించ్ విన్నన రు , అతనికి ఒక ఏనుగు కూడా ఉిండేది. ద్ని ేరు 

రాింప్రసాద్.*అల్ బదౌని అనే ర్చయిత రాింప్రసాద్ ఏనుగు గురిించ్ తన ప్గింధ్ింలో రాస్తకున్నన డు. 

*అకబ ర్ బ్యదా్హ్ మేవాడ్ మీదయుదదిం చేసేటప్పప డుతన సైన్నయ నికి ఏమని ఆదేశిించాడింటే. మహారాణా 

ప్రత్ప్ తోప్పట్టగా రాింప్రసాద్ ఏనుగుని కూడా బిందీగా రట్టటకుింటే సరిపోదిద అని చెప్పప డట. * 

రాింప్రసాద్ ఎింత బలిం కలిగినదింటే ఒకక తే ిమొఘలుల 13 ఏనుగులని చింపిందట. అలాగే ద్నిన  

రట్టటకోవడానికి 7 ప్పదద ఏనుగులమీద 14 మింది నైప్పణయ ిం కలిగిన మావటిలు కూరుచ ని ఒక చప్కవ్యయ హిం 

ప్రకార్ింగా ద్నిన  బిందీచేశార్ట అని అల్ బదౌని తన ర్చనలోల  ేరొక న్నన డు. *బిందీని చేసన 

రాింప్రసాద్ ని అకబ ర్ ముిందు నిలబెటటగ ద్నికి పీర్ ప్రసాద్ అని న్నమకర్ణిం చేశాడు. ఆ ఏనుగు ఎింత 

సావ మి భకి ికలదింటే 18 రోజులవర్కు ద్ణా తినకుిండా,నీళ్ళళ  త్గకుిండా తన ప్ప్పణాలు కోలోప యిింది. 

తరువాత ఈ దృశాయ నిన  చూసన అకబ ర్ నేను ముిందు ఈ ఏనుగునే వించలేకపోయాను. మహారాణాను 

ఎలా వించగలుగుత్ అని అన్నన డట. * మన దేశ్ింలో మహారాణా ప్రత్ప్ లాింటి మహావీరులే కాదు 

ఇలాింటి దేశ్భక ిచేతక్,రాింప్రసాద్ లాింటి జింువులు కూడా ఉన్నన యి. న్న భార్తదేశ్ిం లో  ప్పడితే 

గుప్ర్ిం అయిన్న ఏనుగు అయిన్న చ్వరికి చీమైన్న రవిప్తమైనదే......జై సన్నతన ధ్ర్మ ిం జై భార్త్!!! 

Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., (S-148), a Senior Practicing Chartered 

Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Waltair Times 

and can be reached at psraju@gmail.com 
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ACID ATTACKS – AN EYE FOR AN 

EYE! 

   

                                BY Mr. T. V. S. K. Kanaka Raju (M. No: K – 134)   

 

Two young girl students “Swapnika” and “Praneetha” of Engineering College Warangal were 

attacked with acid by motorcycle-borne miscreants while they were returning home.  “Rejection of 

love” appears to be the reason for this ghastly attack.  An alarming instance of how the male ego 

recoils with all its attendant distorted perceptions?    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VC Sajjanar was Superintendent of police in Warangal in December 2008, police in Andhra Pradesh 

shot dead three men accused of throwing acid on two women. Both of the victims “Swapnika” and 

“Praneetha” were engineering students of the Kakatiya Institute of Technology. Quite some time 

ago Hasina Hussein a 19 year old girl was attacked and blinded by her employer Joseph Rodrigues. 

Hasina’s only fault was that she spurned Rodrigue’s 

advances.   

 

 

Hasina Hussein, the Survivor rebuilt her Life and is now 

helping other victims to do the same. 
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Again, a 22 year old Bangalore Law student Karthika Parameswaran, was attacked with a bottle of 

sulphuric acid by a ‘man’ (monster?) for rejecting his proposal.  The striking features in all these 

cases are: (i) the attack is always by a man against a woman (ii) in all cases the victims have turned 

down proposals of either love or marriage (iii) all the victims are young and unmarried.  The attackers 

in all cases have sadistically indulged in the most heinous crime- what is the message such attackers 

send across…? “Since you have rejected me let the whole world reject you!”  The instances 

cited herein are very few.  Not all acid victims survive.  The dead too have their harrowing tales to 

tell.  In the Indian context, an acid attack symbolizes the domination of a typical Indian male.  It is 

an instance of Gender violence. 

 There is not one reported case till now in India where the victim claimed damages.  Most 

unfortunately not only the Indian litigants but also a large section of the trial lawyers are not exposed 

to tort litigation.  

 On 24-5-2008 “Sasikala” a young educated girl of Vizianagaram District became a victim of acid 

attack when her neighbour ‘Eswara Rao’ sprinkled dangerous acid on her face and body. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In February 2017, the Supreme Court awarded a compensation of Rs 3.5 lakh to an acid attack 

victim Revada Sasikala of Vizianagaram district and slapped a sentence of one-year imprisonment 

on the accused Gorripottu Eswara Rao. 

‘Sasikala’ survived and she had undergone the trauma, pain and agony for years.  Though living 

became a complicated exercise for her, she summoned all her courage and endured the 

excruciating pain and agony apart from bearing the complications of her disfigured parts of the body.  

The attacker was convicted by the Magistrate Court.  Sasikala’s case is also an identical one.  
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However, one uncommon thing was that she filed a civil suit before Principal District Judge, 

Vizianagaram claiming damages of Rupees fifty lakhs.  

Sasikala claimed ‘Punitive’ or ‘Exemplary’ damages in this case.  Her contention is that damages 

should be such a deterrent so as to dissuade like-minded monsters from committing such beastly 

acts.  The American Courts have granted punitive damages in numerous cases.  In England, punitive 

damages became a well-established part of civil law even by 1850.  In India, we have to make a 

beginning yet in cases of this type.   

In cases concerning intellectual property like trademarks and patents, Indian courts have been 

awarding punitive damages. Sasikala created judicial history perhaps being the first woman claiming 

damages in a civil suit. The Vizianagaram district court responded by granting damages of 

Rs.5,00,000/- (Rupees five lakhs only). This is the civil part of the cause of action.  

What about the criminal liability in such cases? We have pampered our criminal law as well as the 

criminals by insisting too much on human rights and reformist theories. An acid attacker stands on 

a different pedestal altogether.  

We need the stick to modify such behaviour and prevent such acts. Never an acid attacker acts on 

impulse. It is usually an act done after prolonged planning and premeditation. The criminal during 

the preparation period of crime will definitely take into account the punishment available under law.  

The incentive for an acid attack is the shockingly inadequate punishment the law provides. The 

sentencing process needs deft modulation. It should be stern where it should be and tempered with 

mercy where it warrants to be. Undue sympathy against such accused would do more harm to the 

justice system to undermine the public confidence in the efficacy of law.  

The Karnataka High Court in Joseph Rodrigues case was compelled to express its deep-seated 

anguish looking at the plight of an acid attack victim, a young beautiful girl who had to carry all along 

her life a hideous face losing hope forever of leading a normal life. The High Court did not hesitate 

to stress that in such a situation “only the ancient, though termed barbaric, principle 

namely“eye for eye” would really meet the ends of justice”.  

The only recourse is to make a departure in our criminology and penology and prescribe the same 

punishment to the attacker in public gaze!  
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Priya, the hugely popular female rape survivor-turned comic book "super hero", is back in a new 

role - this time she's fighting acid attacks. 

 

 

The writer T.V.S.K. Kanaka Raju (M. No. K-134),  is a Senior Advocate Practicing in 

Visakhapatnam, District Court)and Member, Editorial Board, Waltair Club. Sasikala was the 

client of the author and the case was taken up on a pro bono basis. 

 



 



 


